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Guaranteed end-to-end Quality of Service over the 
Internet: Policy Validation and Translation

Kamran Rajput
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Policy-Based Networks (PBNs) provide greater control and simple and automatic 
network administration, and make networks more secure, intelligent and centrally 
managed. These benefits are achieved by specifying High-Level Business Policies rather 
than configuring individual network devices. All these benefits of PBNs help achieve 
end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) over the internet, thus making Policy-Based 
Networking an important and significant area of research.

High-Level Business Policies follow a validation step before their conversion to device
level policies. The focus of this thesis is on policy validation and translation in PBNs. It 
explores the appropriate techniques or methods for validating rule based High-Level 
policies, a policy specification approach defined by the IETF as well as considering 
alternatives. Existing solutions for Policy-Based Network Management (PBNM) use their 
own proprietary language or logic for specifying policies. Since these methods use 
different semantics and logics for evaluating policies, these solutions are not able to 
interpret policies specified by other systems and hence policy negotiation and merging 
cannot take place. Moreover, each solution uses its own method for policy analysis to 
implement constraints and detect conflicts among defined policies. These methods of 
policy validation are largely dependent on the methods of specifying policies, which is 
why a policy defined in one system cannot be validated by another system. One aim of 
this research is to find a way for different PBNs to interact.

This research project investigates policy validation and compatibility issues among 
different systems due to proprietary methods of policy specification. This thesis 
demonstrates how these issues can be resolved using XML-based policy languages and 
rule engines. It demonstrates the validity of the concepts and presented ideas through 
results obtained with test-case implementations.

This dissertation concludes that High-Level Policies can be expressed in XML-based 
policy languages, and that constraints, policy validation and conflict detection can be 
implemented effectively using XML schema and rule engines. Moreover, interoperability 
among different domains for policy negotiation and merging, is achievable by agreeing 
on a minimum set of requirements as described in this thesis.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

1.1 Motivation: Policy-Based Networking

Policy-Based Networking (PBN) has become popular among researchers for the potential 

it offers in different areas of distributed systems and networks. These areas include 

network management, network security, software agent applications, Storage Area 

Networks (SANs), grid computing and Quality of Service (QoS). A policy is a statement 

about the set of actions to be performed when something happens or certain conditions 

are met. Policy-Based Networking is the application of these organizational policies in 

the context of networking. In the networking context, a policy is a relationship between 

network objects, such as particular groups of network elements, network resources and 

services, and user groups. For example, a bandwidth management policy may apply to all 

routers within a particular region. An authorization policy may specify that all members 

of a department have access to a particular service.

Network Security has become an important issue due to the larger size and complexity of 

networks. Confidentiality of information (intellectual assets), integrity of communication 

such as emails, and availability of network resources is critical for trouble free operation 

of businesses. Policy-Based Networks promise increased security and greater control in 

business critical networks. Policy-Based Network Management provides the required 

network security by employing Policy-Based Solutions such as policy languages for 

specifying security policies ( e.g. PONDER [1] ) and e.g. implementing distributed 

firewalls using policies.
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Introduction

Software agents based systems are intelligent enough to make their own decisions. This 

greater autonomy can be dangerous in case of buggy or malicious agents. Therefore, tools 

and methods should be in place to ensure that agents operate within their defined 

behavioral constraints and always respond to human control. Policies are increasingly 

being used for automated systems management and controlling the behavior of complex 

systems. Many advantages of Policy-Based approaches include reusability, efficiency, 

extensibility, context sensitivity, verifiability, support for simple and sophisticated 

components and reasoning about component behavior.

The current internet infrastructure is based on best effort service [2], which is suitable for 

traditional applications such as email and file transfer. Real time multimedia applications 

like Internet telephony, audio streaming and video conferencing require high bandwidth, 

low latency and minimal loss of packets, during their transfer over the internet. These 

applications demand some level of predictability or guarantee in terms of bandwidth, 

delay and loss, which the best effort service is unable to provide. This level of 

predictability, assurance or guarantee is referred to as Quality of Service (QoS) over the 

internet [3]. The complexity of these QoS demanding services and the variations in the 

capabilities of the devices implementing these services provide a challenge to anyone 

trying to configure services within medium to large-scale networks. Apart from service 

configuration, Policy-Based Networking addresses the following problems listed below:

• Resource Allocation

• Traffic Prioritization

• Centralized and Coordinated Management of Network

• Simple and Fast Network Administration Processes

• A Shift from Manual to Automatic Configuration of networks

All these benefits can be achieved by specifying High-Level Business policies (set of 

rules) in a Policy-Based Network (PBN) rather than configuring individual network 

devices to perform certain function. Therefore, policies drive network devices in order to 

achieve the desired treatment of network traffic.
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I have chosen to investigate policy validation and translation in Policy-Based Networks 

(PBNs) because of my knowledge, interest and belief that there is more work needed in 

this area. Policy validation process ensures that the specified policies meets certain 

criteria, are not self-contradictory, and are feasible in a given environment [4]. During the 

validation process, different types of checks are conducted. These checks range from 

simple syntax check to very complex checks, which need real time values of different 

network parameters for their manipulation. Policy Translation is the process of 

converting High-Level Policies stating business objectives of an organization to a form 

that is understandable by the devices in the network. Current research efforts provide 

conceptual frameworks, policy languages, information models and other functional 

elements necessary for Policy-Based Networking. However, many issues still need to be 

addressed to make Policy-Based Networking a true success. These include scalability, 

interoperability, and applicability to all aspects of network operations, management, and 

control, in local and wide area networks.

1.2 Problem Definition/ Statement

In the last decade, researchers have focused on languages for specifying policies, and 

architectures for managing and deploying policies in distributed environments. Policy 

validation (also called policy refinement and analysis by some researchers) has gained 

much attention of the research community in recent times because of its importance in 

proper functioning and correct operation of Policy-Based Networks (PBNs). Absence of 

appropriate policy refinement and analysis techniques/methods would result in 

unpredictable behavior of network traffic and lack of control over the network resources. 

Therefore, appropriate methodologies and mechanisms must be available or developed 

for implementing different types of checks, which constitutes the policy validation 

process. Proper functioning of these mechanisms is a must for making Policy-Based 

Networking a true success.

The existing techniques proposed by PONDER [5], KAoS [6] and methods suggested by 

Bandara [7], Strassner [8] and Verma [9], for policy transformation are proprietary and
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are not compatible with the standards defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force 

(IETF) [10]. Moreover, these methods are focused on one problem (security, QoS etc.) 

and are not interoperable with each other. Without defined standards, interoperability 

between devices from different vendors and networks cannot be controlled using policies.

Communication among different devices of a network or between different networks 

takes place by signaling. Signaling plays an important role in distribution, exchange and 

negotiation of policies between network devices in Policy-Based Networks (PBNs). 

Signaling for Quality of Service (QoS) is a form of network communication that allows 

an end station or network node to communicate to its neighbors to request special 

handling of certain traffic [3]. In Policy-Based Networks (PBNs), policies are 

communicated to different devices within the network or policies may be 

exchanged/negotiated with other networks using signaling protocols. Signaling plays a 

key part in achieving end-to-end QoS and policy negotiation, therefore proper signaling 

mechanisms should be in place in order to achieve interoperability among Policy-Based 

Networks (PBNs).

Policy-Based Network (PBN) today is a reality because of the complexity of networks 

and the need for them to be centrally managed. True end-to-end QoS requires that every 

element in the network path (switch, router, firewall, host, client and so on) deliver its 

part of QoS, and policies define the role and functionality of each device in delivering its 

part of QoS. Therefore, PBNs must be able to interact for policy negotiation and 

interoperable in order to achieve end-to-end QoS over the Internet. The following are the 

objectives of this Masters Research project:

• To compare the existing methods for policy specification and validation (policy 

transformation) in Policy-Based Networks (PBNs) and to identify the problems 

with existing methods for validating the High-Level Policies, based on how 

policies are defined and standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force 

(IETF).
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• To compare different Policy-Based Network (PBN) architectures and policy 

transformation methods for their strengths and weaknesses and propose a better 

PBN architecture or suggest improvements in existing architectures and 

transformation methods.

• To enable different Policy-Based Networks (PBNs) to interact for policy 

negotiation and merging of two different policies to achieve interoperability 

among different Policy-Based Networks (PBNs) and investigate the available 

signaling protocols for their suitability to the IETF’s policy architecture and how 

they can help to achieve interoperability among Policy-Based Networks 

Management Systems (PBNMS).

A discussion outlining the achievement of our stated objectives is given in section 6.9.

1.3 Contributions

A summary of the contributions towards policy validation and transformation techniques

is given below:

• This thesis contributes to the field of knowledge of Policy-Based Networks 

(PBNs) by making use of rules and reasoning engines for validating High-Level 

Policies. We have researched compatibility issues involved in different 

proprietary Policy-Based Network Management Systems (PBNMS) and 

investigated the use of XML-based policy languages and reasoning engines as a 

possible solution for Policy-Based Systems to interact, and described the 

requirements to achieve interoperability and compatibility between different 

systems. Implementation of our proposed solution demonstrates how policies can 

be validated and translated from High-Level Policies to Low-Level Policies using 

rules and reasoning engines. Our proposed solution provides flexibility, 

reusability of policies, and interoperability among Policy-Based Network 

Management Systems (PBNMS). A comparison of our solution with other 

existing approaches is given in section 6.10.
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• Our research investigates suitable methods for specifying rule based High-Level 

Policies, comparing existing solutions for their merits and demerits. This Masters 

thesis critically analyses the current techniques and methods for policy 

transformation undertaken by the IETF [11], DMTF [12], TMF [13], Verma [4], 

Strassner [8], PONDER [5], KAoS [6] Bandara [7, 14] , Rei [15] and RuleML 

[16, 17] to present the state of the art on policy validation and translation. As a 

result of this investigation, we have pointed out limitations in the IETF models 

[11, 18] in areas of resource discovery and policy validation and explained the 

reasons behind the incompatibility of different proprietary Policy-Based Network 

Management Systems (PBNMS).

• This research proposes an architecture for policy transformation to address the 

limitations in the IETF models [11, 18]. Our proposed architecture is an extension 

of the IETF work but in areas of policy validation and resource discovery, which 

are not addressed by the IETF. This work has been published in an international 

conference paper titled “A Standards Based Framework for Policy Validation in 

Policy-Based Networks for end-to-end QoS” [19]. Our proposed architecture is 

interoperable and addresses the policy validation issues, which other proprietary 

solutions lack.

• This thesis contributes to the field of knowledge of QoS, being one application of 

Policy-Based Networking, by comparing the existing signaling protocols for their 

suitability and application in the IETF policy architecture and for end-to-end 

delivery of QoS signaling. We have investigated several protocols for policy 

distribution and communication and our recommendations for signaling protocols 

have been discussed in sections 3.3.8 and 4.3 of this thesis. This has been 

discussed in my published paper titled “Policy Based Network Architecture in 

Support for Guaranteed QoS” [20] .
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1.4 Structure of Thesis

The organization of this thesis is as follow:

• Chapter 1 Introduction provides an introduction to Policy-Based Networks 

(PBNs) describes the research problem and states the author’s contribution 

towards Policy-Validation in Policy-Based Networks (PBNs).

• Chapter 2 Quality of Service (QoS) and Policy-Based Networking provides the 

necessary background information about QoS and Policy-Based Networking 

required to understand the issues being addressed in this thesis as well as 

describes how Policies can be used in managing networks and for providing 

Quality of Service (QoS) over the Internet.

• Chapter 3 State of the Art in Policy-Based Networking for Quality of Service 

(QoS) presents the current research work in policy specification and 

transformation methods, and compares and critically analyses the different 

approaches used by researchers on the research problem.

• Chapter 4 An Architecture for Policy-Based Quality of Service (QoS) contains 

our proposed architecture based on the standards defined by the IETF for 

policy validation.

• Chapter 5 Policy Transformation using Rules and Reasoning Engines 

describes our ideas and concepts on how to validate High-Level Policies using 

rules and reasoning engines and explains in detail how policy validation and 

conflict detection mechanisms can be implemented using rules and reasoning 

engines.

• Chapter 6 Policy Validation using Rules and Reasoning Engines: 

Implementation is about experimental design and its implementation for

7
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validating High-Level Policies using rules and reasoning engines as per our 

proposed solution. This chapter also includes our findings on implementation, 

weaknesses and strengths of our approach, comparison with other approaches 

and discussion.

• Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Work outlines conclusions about our 

presented solution, discusses maturity of reasoning engines and our 

recommendations to the IETF, and describes our future work directions.

8



Chapter 2

Quality of Service (QoS) and Policy-Based 

Networking

This chapter introduces the basic concepts of the major Quality of Service (QoS) 

technologies and Policy-Based Networking. The purpose of this chapter is to provide the 

reader with the necessary background information about Quality of Service (QoS) 

technologies and Policy-Based Networking required for understanding the issues and 

problems discussed in the next chapters of this thesis. The chapter starts with QoS 

technologies and compares the major QoS technologies for their merits and demerits. The 

middle sections of the chapter are about the major Policy and Information models in the 

industry followed by Policy frameworks. The IETF Policy architecture and the process of 

converting High-Level Policies to Low Level Policies are also discussed in this chapter 

towards the end. Before starting the chapter, I would like to introduce to readers the key 

players in Policy-Based Networking, who have made significant research contributions. 

A short description of each of players is given below:

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is an international forum, which is 

concerned with the evolution and smooth operation of the Internet [10]. All technical 

work is done in different working groups of the IETF such as Policy work group. This 

forum is open to all.
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Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF)
The Distributed Management Task Force, Inc. (DMTF) is the industry organization 

leading the development of management standards and integration technology for 

enterprise and Internet environments. DMTF standards provide common management 

infrastructure components for instrumentation, control and communication in a platform- 

independent and technology neutral way [12].

TeleManagement Forum (TMF))
The TeleManagement Forum (TM Forum) is a non-profit global organization that 

provides leadership, strategic guidance and practical solutions to improve the 

management and operation of information and communications services [13].

Verma Dinesh C.
Verma manages the policy and network control research group at IBM T J Wastson 

Research Centre. He has worked with different research groups at University of 

California Berkeley, Philips Research and IBM. He holds several patents and is the 

author of many research papers and journal articles. He is an active participant of 

different industry forums [4].

Strassner John C.
Strassner is the Chief Strategy Office of the Intelliden Corporation. He has held various 

high level roles with premium IT companies such as Cisco and Oracle, for creating and 

designing intelligent networks and policy-driven network applications. He has led several 

standard committees including DMTF and he is a frequent invited speaker at conferences 

[8].

PONDER
Ponder [1] is a language for specifying management and security policies for distributed 

systems. It has been developed at Imperial College London as part of ongoing research 

being carried out by the PONDER group into the use of policy in distributed systems 

management.
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KAoS Services
KAoS [21] is a collection of componentized agent services compatible with several 

popular agent frameworks, including Nomads and the Defense Advanced Research 

Projects Agency (DARPA) [22].

RuleML
The RuleML Initiative constitutes an open network of individuals and groups from both 

industry and academia The Rule Markup Language (RuleML) is an XML based language 

for the exchange of rules between various systems. Rules are expressed in a modular and 

declarative manner [16].

Rei
Rei is a policy language for specifying security policies. It is based on OWL-Lite that 

allows policies to be specified as constraints over allowable and obligated actions on 

resources in the environment [15].

2.0 QoS Technologies

The current infrastructure of the internet being the best effort delivery service provides no 

guarantees of bandwidth, delay or packet loss. The IETF proposed several solutions, 

comprising of different architecture and traffic engineering techniques to address the 

limitations of the best effort delivery model. The following solutions are more important 

in terms of their ability to resolve the inherent weaknesses of the best effort model:

• Integrated Services Network (IntServ)

• Differentiated Services Network (Diffserv)

• Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)

2.1 Integrated Services Network (IntServ)

The Integrated Services (IntServ) model proposed an extension to the Internet 

architecture and protocols to meet the growing needs of Quality of Service (QoS) for real 

time applications. The term Integrated Services (IntServ) means support for both real 

time and non-real time IP applications. The Integrated Services architecture has been
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defined in the RFC 1633 [23]. In this model, ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) is used for 

signaling. A host in the network requests a certain amount of bandwidth using the RSVP 

protocol and depending upon the network resources, RSVP reserve the resources at each 

node along the path of the packets from source to destination. RSVP also establishes and 

maintains the state of each flow at every node or router along the path. Due to reservation 

of bandwidth on a per flow basis, it is not possible to maintain flow information for 

millions of flows at internet level, which is why it is not scalable to internet level.

2.1.1 Elements of Integrated Services Architecture

The elements of the Integrated Services Architecture are shown in figure 1 [24]. The 

figure shows the forwarding function of the router below the thick black line and above 

the black line are the background functions that create data structures used by the 

forwarding function.

QoS queuing

Best-effort queuing

Admission
Control

Routing
Database

Routing
Protocols

Reservatio 
n Protocol

Management
Agent

Packet
Scheduler

Traffic
Control

Database

Classifier 
& Route 
Selection

Figure 1: Implementation of Integrated Services Architecture in a router.

A brief description of each of the elements in figure 1 is given below ( from [24]): 

Reservation Protocol (RSVP):
This protocol is used to reserve the resources between two end points when a new flow is 

initiated. This protocol also keeps track of the flow specific state information at each host
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and node along the path of the flow. The reservation protocol also updates the traffic 

control database that is used by packet scheduler to determine the Quality of Service 

(QoS) to be provided for packets of the each flow.

Admission Control:
When a host requests a particular QoS along a path in the internet, admission control 

mechanism is invoked at every node along the path. Admission control is a decision 

making process implemented using an algorithm and is used by a host or router to find 

out whether a new flow can be given the required QoS without affecting the earlier 

guarantees. Admission control is part of the traffic control, and the admission control 

algorithm must be consistent with the service model.

Management Agent:
A management agent is used to dictate policies to admission control and is able to modify 

the traffic control database.

Routing Protocol:
A routing protocol is responsible for maintaining routing table and provides the next hop 

address for each packet based on its destination.

Classifier and Route Selection:
A classifier assigns a particular class to incoming packets. Allocation of class may 

correspond to a single flow or to a set of flows with the same QoS requirements. The 

classes are assigned based on fields in the IP header of the packet. A next hop address is 

determined by the route selection function based on the class and destination IP address 

of the packet.

Packet Scheduler and Traffic Control Database:
A packet scheduler manages one or more queues for each output port. It determines the 

order in which the packets are transmitted from the queues and packets to be discarded. It 

makes these decision based on the information from traffic control database. Policing is a 

function to determine that every flow is getting its allocated capacity and to deal with 

flows exceeding their capacity and this policing function is part the scheduler’s job.
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2.2 Differentiated Services Network (Diffserv)

The Differentiated Services (Diffserv) architecture is defined in RFC 2475 [25]. In this 

architecture, packets entering the network are classified and marked to receive a 

particular per hop forwarding behavior on nodes along their path. Each per hop behavior 

is identified by a single Differentiated Service Code Point (DSCP). Traffic conditioning 

operations such as classification and marking of packets are done at the boundaries of the 

network and the packets are only forwarded within the core of the network according to 

their DSCP. Diffserv is scalable to the internet level as it deals with aggregated flows 

rather than individual flows and relies on the administrative control of bandwidth, delay 

and packet dropping preferences, but it has proved difficult to extend to make it end-to- 

end. In spite of this difficulty, Diffserv is still a better and preferred choice than IntServ 

for provision of QoS in IP networks.

2.2.1 Components of Differentiated Services Architecture (Diffserv)

The two major components of the Diffserv architecture are:

• Traffic Classification and Conditioning

• Per-Hop Behaviors

2.2.1.1 Traffic Classification and Conditioning
When traffic arrives at the classifier, it selects the packets based on the contents of the IP 

header of the packet and steers them to an element of a traffic conditioner for further 

processing as shown in figure 2 [26]. Traffic Conditioner is made up of the following 

elements ( from [26] ):

Meter:
Traffic meters measure the temporal properties of the packets selected by a classifier 

against a traffic profile. The results of this measurement are passed to marker, shaper and 

dropper to trigger a particular action for each packet.

Marker:
Packet marker assigns each packet a particular value of Diffserv Code Point (DSCP) in 

order to bring them to a particular Diffserv behavior aggregate.
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Shaper:
A shaper has a finite-size buffer and is used to introduce delay to a stream of packets to 

bring that traffic stream to its traffic profile.

Dropper:
Droppers discard some or all of the packets in a traffic stream in order to bring the stream 

into compliance with a traffic profile. This process is known as "policing" the stream.

Trusted marking p1

Un-trusted marking

Shaped

p2/p3
Marked
Packet

DroppedUnmarked
Packet

Meter

MarkerClassifier Shaper/Dropper

Figure 2: Diffserv Traffic Classification and Conditioning Block (TCB).

2.2.1.2 Per-Hop Behaviors
Per Hop Behavior is the treatment which every packet gets at a node. In terms that are 

more concrete, it refers to the packet scheduling, queuing, policing, or shaping behavior 

of a node on any given packet belonging to a Behavior Aggregate (BA). A PHB is 

selected at a node by a mapping of the Diffserv Code Point (DSCP) in a received packet.

2.3 Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)

Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [27] is an Internet Engineering Task Force 

(IETF) standard. MPLS uses a label-based forwarding paradigm. Labels indicate both
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routes and service attributes. At the ingress edge of the MPLS network, the incoming 

packets are processed for selecting labels and adding these labels to packets. The core 

routers or switches merely read attached labels, apply appropriate services and forward 

packets based on the labels. Processor-intensive analysis, classification, and filtering of 

packets takes place only once, at the ingress edge of the MPLS network. At the egress 

edge of MPLS domain, labels are removed and packets are forwarded to their final 

destination. MPLS operates at the data link layer for quick transfer of data between links.

2.3.1 MPLS Terminology

Label Switched Router (LSR): is a core device that switches labeled packets according 

to pre calculated switching tables. It may be a switch or a router

Label: is a 32-bit header used by LSR to forward packets. Header format depends on the 

characteristics of the network. Labels have local significance and are used between two 

communicating devices.

Edge LSR: This device is the interface to the MPLS network. It performs initial packet 

processing and classification and applies the first label. It can be a router or a switch 

having MPLS functionality.

Label Switched Path (LSP): LSP is a virtual circuit, based on the contents of the labels. 

These paths can be setup statically or dynamically using protocols such as RSVP-TE (an 

extension of the RSVP signaling protocol of IntServ), Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) 

and constraint-based LDP (CR-LDP).

2.3.2 MPLS Operation

The MPLS operation has been described in figure 3 [28] using a single packet through an 

MPLS enabled ISP network. During step 1, network automatically builds routing tables 

in the routers using interior gateway protocols, such as OSPF, throughout the service 

provider network. A Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) uses this routing topology to
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establish label values between adjacent devices. This operation creates Label Switched 

Paths (LSPs) or preconfigured maps between destination endpoints.

In step 2, a packet enters the ingress router, which is a Label Switched Router (LSR). 

This LSR processes the packet to determine which Layer 3 services it requires, such as 

QoS and bandwidth management. Based on routing and policy requirements, the Edge 

Label Switched Router selects a label, applies that label to the packet header, and 

forwards the packet.

Figure 3: Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) Operation.

In step 3, the Label Switched Router in the core reads the label on each packet, replaces it 

with a new one as listed in the table, and forwards the packet. This action is repeated at 

all core Label Switched Routers "hops” till the packet reaches the egress Label Switched 

Router. The egress Label Switched Router strips the label, reads the packet header, and 

forwards it to its final destination as shown by step 4 in figure 3.

2.3.2 MPLS Applications

The main use of MPLS is to forward IP datagrams and Ethernet traffic in large networks. 

Notable applications of MPLS are MPLS-VPNs (Virtual Private Networks) and 

Telecommunications traffic engineering.
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2.4 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a connection-oriented, reliable, virtual circuit 

packet switching technology, which provides speed, integration of different data types, 

scalability in performance and flexible guaranteed QoS. An ATM network is made up of 

ATM switches, which are connected through point-to-point ATM links or interfaces. The 

two types of interfaces on the ATM switches are:

• User-Network Interfaces (UNI)

• Network-Node Interfaces (NNI)

UNI interfaces connect ATM end-systems such as hosts and routers to an ATM switch 

whereas an NNI interface is used to connect two ATM switches together. The cell 

formats for UNI and NNI are slightly different. An NNI is any physical or logical link 

across which two ATM switches exchange the NNI protocol.

2.4.1 ATM Network Operation

In ATM networks, a virtual circuit is established before transferring the data. ATM 

circuits are of two types called Virtual Paths and Virtual channels. Both types of circuits 

have an identifier and are called Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) and Virtual Channel 

Identifier (VCI) [29]. A particular Virtual Channel is identified by both its VPI and its 

VCI. A virtual path is a bundle of virtual channels, all of which are switched 

transparently across the ATM network based on a common VPI. Both VCI and VPI have 

local significance across a particular link and are not standard across the whole ATM 

network. ATM uses a 53 bytes long Protocol Data Unit (PDU) called a cell. The 

operation of an ATM switch is simple. An ATM cell is received at one link with known 

VCI and VPI values. The outgoing port and the VCI/VPI value of the connection is 

determined by looking into a local translation table as shown in figure 4 [29]. Once these 

values are known, the cell is transmitted with appropriate connection identifiers.
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Input Output
Port VPI/VCI Port VP!,VC I

1 29 2 45

2 45 1 29

1 64 3 29

3 29
' 'i.....|............. jg..

Figure 4: ATM Switch Operation.

2.5 Comparison of QoS Technologies

We have discussed IntServ, Diffserv, MPLS and ATM as QoS technologies. IntServ, 

Diffserv and MPLS are IETF standards whereas ATM is ITU-T [30] standard. If we 

position these technologies over the OSI model, the picture would look like figure 5. OSI 

model does not provide the concept of overlay networks that is why there is a difference 

of opinion about the position of ATM in the OSI model as it covers both data link and 

network layers.
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2.5.1 Comparison: Diffserv versus IntServ

Diffserv provides QoS to aggregated flows which require the same treatment, rather than 

individual flows as is the case in IntServ. InstServ requires an establishment and 

reservation of resources along the path of the flow for each individual path, whereas in 

Diffserv each aggregated traffic is given a differentiated service according to its DSCP 

value. In IntServ, every node has to keep state information about each reserved path and 

much processing power is wasted. Diffserv has a limited number of classes and has to 

keep state information for those classes only. Because it deals on a per flow basis, 

InstServ is not scalable to Internet level whereas Diffserv is scalable by treating 

aggregated traffic on class basis. Though Diffserv is scalable, it has proved difficult to 

provide end-to-end QoS whereas IntServ provides guaranteed end-to-end QoS but does 

not scale to Internet.

2.5.2 Comparison: Diffserv versus MPLS and ATM

Label switching technologies such as MPLS, Frame Relay and ATM provide fine 

granularity as compared to Diffserv architecture. This improved granularity comes at the 

cost of additional management and configuration tasks required to establish and maintain 

the label switched paths [25]. Note that in MPLS the label and in ATM the VPI/VCI is 

changed at every switch, whilst in Diffserv it only changes at an edge router. Moreover, 

the amount of forwarding state information to be maintained at each node is proportional 

to the number of edge nodes in the network.

MPLS and Diffserv operate at the different layers of the OSI model and complement each 

other by mapping different sets of MPLS tags to different classes of Diffserv. Moreover, 

MPLS can be used to carry encapsulated IP data over non-IP networks. Internet Service 

Providers (ISPs) may use ATM switches in their core and use IP over ATM to traverse IP 

traffic through their network. The estimation of what percentage of Internet Service 

Providers (ISPs) use IP over ATM is difficult to estimate but as far as my knowledge is 

concerned one major Service Provider in Australia uses ATM switches in its core 

network and uses different encapsulation techniques to carry traffic over ATM network.
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2.5.2.1 MPLS versus ATM
MPLS packet size can be much larger than ATM cells. Ethernet networks are able to 

typically support a packet size of 1500 bytes length but any MPLS payload size (the size 

of the encapsulated payload plus the size required for all the labels) can be transported 

depending upon the interface capacity. If Ethernet is MPLS transport medium, it can be 

achieved using "baby jumbo packets", which compares well with the 48-byte ATM cell. 

MPLS also reduces encapsulation overheads, particularly in the case of small packets: for 

example, it allows a minimum-length TCP packet to reside in a single MPLS packet, 

rather than two cells as in ATM.

The 16 bits of VCI and 8 bits of VPI in the ATM cell are replaced by a single label field 

of 20 bits, packed into a 32-bit label header. The 32-bit MPLS label field also contains an 

8-bit time-to-live field, a "top of stack" bit, and three spare bits for expansion. Although 

fewer bits are available for the label, labels can be stacked to create arbitrarily complex 

MPLS label stacks. This makes MPLS addressing and trunking more flexible than that of 

ATM, as there is no need to impose an arbitrary boundary between VP and VC switching.

The above comparison is mostly based on overheads involved but one cannot draw 

conclusion that MPLS is better than ATM. Both MPLS and ATM have their own merits 

and demerits but the choice between the two technologies depends upon the type of 

application. For example, MPLS may have more data carrying capacity, but ATM is a 

better choice in CBR (Constant Bit Rate) application such as VoIP. The possible 

disadvantage of MPLS could be increased latency due to a switch having to deal with a 

large packet size compared to the 53 Bytes of an ATM cell.

2.6 Policy Models

Provision of Quality of Service (QoS) over the Internet is one of the many applications of 

Policy-Based Network Management. The research contributions in Policy-Based QoS 

include policy architectures and algorithms, information modeling, policy representation 

and specification methods, policy validation techniques and distribution methods etc. The 

next sections of this chapter provide an understanding of the different components of
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Policy-Based QoS, their advantages, limitations and issues involved.

According to Strassner [8], the three main policy models in the industry are the Directory 

Enabled Networks (DEN) model [31] , the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [10] 

model and the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) model [12]. The relationship 

between these models is shown in figure 6 [8]. The IETF and the DMTF models are 

based on the original DEN model whereas the new DEN-ng model (ng stands for new 

generation) takes in to account both the IETF and DEN models along with some other 

additions. The IETF and DMTF policy models have diverged now.

The DEN-ng model is developed as part of the Tele-management Forum’s (TMF) [13] 

Shared Information and Data (SID) model. The Tele-management Forum (TMF) is an 

industrial forum, which has developed the Shared Information and Data Model (SID) [32] 

as part of its New Generation Operational Systems and Software (NGOSS) [33] 

architecture.

IETF ModelDMTF Model

DEN-ng Model

Original DEN Model

TMF’s 
SID Model
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2.7 Information Models

An information model [34] is defined as “an abstraction and representation of the entities 

in a managed environment, their properties, attributes and operations, and the way that 

they relate to each other. It is independent of any specific repository, software usage, 

protocol, or platform” [34]. A policy model is an information model [35] for representing 

policy information and information related to control of policies. The main information 

models from different industrial forums include:

• DMTF’s Common Information Model (CIM)
• IETF Information Models
• TMF’s shared information and data (SID) model

A brief description of these information models is given in the next sub-sections.

2.7.1 Common Information Model (CIM)

CIM [36] is the basis and starting point of the IETF work. It is an object oriented 

information model for distributed systems management independent of any 

implementation. The CIM model allows the exchange of management information 

between applications and management systems. It provides a common definition of 

management information for systems, networks, applications and services, and allows for 

vendor extensions.

CIM is composed of two parts: a Specification and a Schema. The Specification describes 

the language, naming, meta schema and mapping techniques to other management 

models such as SNMP MIBs, whereas the Schema provides the actual model 

descriptions, such as terms used to express the model, their usage and semantics. The 

elements of Schema are Classes, Properties and Methods. The latest version at the time of 

writing this thesis (May 2006) for CIM schema is 2.12.

2.7.2 The IETF Information Models

The first information model given by the IETF for writing policies is called Policy Core 

Information Model (PCIM) [35]. PCIM is a generic information model for representing
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policies in any area of network management. Policy Core Information Model (PCIM) 

[35] is an object-oriented information model developed by the IETF Policy Framework 

work group as extensions to the Common Information Model (CIM) activity in the 

Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF). PCIM defines two hierarchies of object 

classes. Structural classes represent policy information and control of policies, while 

association classes indicate how instances of structural classes are related to each other. 

The changes to this PCIM has been defined in another document called Policy Core 

Information Model (PCIM) - Extensions [37]. The evolution of the IETF policy models 

can be represented as given in Figure 7.

IP Sec Model 
Security

Quality of 
Sendee

VPN (Virtual 
Private Networks)

PCIM - RFC 3060 
Category - Standard

PCIM Ext-RFC 3460 
Category - Standard

DMTF’s
Common Information Model

QPIM - RFC 3644 
Category - Standard

DMTF’s CIM

PQIM - RFC 3670 
Category - Standard

Figure 7: Evolution of the QoS Policy Information Model in the IETF Policy group.
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Initially, the IETF decided to apply these policy models in two areas: Quality of Service 

(QoS) and Network Security. QoS Policy Information Model (QPIM) [11] is an 

information model for representing Quality of Service (QoS) network management 

policies based on the Policy Core Information Model (PCIM). QoS Policy information 

model (QPIM) is based on PCIM and its extensions for administering, managing and 

controlling access to network QoS resources. QoS Policy Information Base (QPIM) is an 

information model for representing Quality of Service (QoS) network management 

policies based on the Policy Core Information Model (PCIM).

2.7.3 TMF’s shared information and data (SID) Model

New Generation Operational Systems and Software (NGOSS) [33] architecture, by the 

Telemanagement Forum (TMF) [13], is an industrial standard for operational and 

Business support systems. Shared Information and Data Model (SID) [32] is an 

information model for this NGOSS architecture. SID is comprised of different 

information models. DEN-ng information model is one of the many information models 

used by SID. The SID represents four NGOSS views: business, system, implementation 

and deployment, as defined in NGOSS lifecycle. The SID (with all its information 

models including DEN-ng) provides a common language for communication between 

these four views (business, system, implementation and deployment) and uses Unified 

Modeling Language (UML) to represent relations between these views.

Note: In June 2003, Distributed Management Task Force, Inc. (DMTF), and 
TeleManagement Forum (TM Forum) announced efforts to converge their information 
modeling approaches in order to support convergence in telecommunications 
management. Both parties have agreed to use an object-orientated design approach 
making it easier to work toward open standards. This work is in progress as at January 
2006.

2.8 Policy Frameworks

Many frameworks have been proposed in the literature for Policy-Based Management but 

the following are more important for their contribution and demonstrated application of 

concepts in Policy-Based Networking.
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• KAoS
• PONDER
• IETF
• Autonomic Computing Framework

KAoS is a proprietary, agents based infrastructure for policy-based management. The 

adaptability of KAoS is due in large part to its pluggable infrastructure based on Sun's 

Java Agent Services (JAS). KAoS domain services provide the capability for groups of 

agents, people, resources, and other entities to be structured into organizations of agent 

domains and sub domains to facilitate agent-agent collaboration and external policy 

administration [21].

PONDER [1] is the most well known policy language for policy based network 

management. Ponder framework provides tools allow for specification, analysis and 

deployment of policies in distributed systems environment. Cisco Systems Inc. and 

PONDER group at Imperial College, London have combined forces on a project named 

Polyander [38], to investigate policy validation and conflict detection. The project uses 

PONDER language and Cisco Information Model (CIM-CX), which is based on 

Common Information Model (CIM) [36] described earlier in this chapter.

The importance of the IETF is due to its standardization efforts in Policy-Based Network 

Management. IETF has defined a policy architecture and standardized various elements 

of the Policy-Based Management such as protocols and policy specification methods etc. 

Another unified framework based on the notions of states and actions has been presented 

by Kephart and Walsh in [39]. This framework is based on the artificial intelligence 

concept of autonomic computing [40]. Where complex and distributed systems manage 

their behavior themselves under High-Level Policies, this vision of self-managing 

systems is referred to as autonomic computing.

2.8.1 The IETF Policy Architecture

The two main groups in the IETF working on the policy based Quality of Service (QoS) 

network management are Policy Framework (Policy) [41] and Resource Allocation
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Protocol (RAP) [42]. The Policy Framework work group is mainly concerned with policy 

representation, sharing, and reusability in a vendor independent, interoperable and 

scalable manner. The Resource Allocation Protocol (RAP) working group is developing 

the protocols and frameworks for the extraction, distribution and updating of policies and 

policy information. RFC 2753 [43] defines the elements of the EETF’s policy architecture 

as shown in Figure 8 [4].

Policy
Repository

Policy 
Decision 

Point (PDP)

Policy
Management Tool

Policy
Enforcement 
Point (PEP)

Figure 8: IETF/DMTF Policy Architecture.

Components of Policy Architecture (shown in Figure 8):

The terminology for policy-based management has been defined in RFC 3198 [34]. A 

brief description of the components in IETF policy architecture is given below:

• Policy Management Tool

A tool used by network administrators to create policy statements and is 

administrator’s interface to the network being managed using policies.

• Policy Decision point (PDP)

A logical entity, which acts as a central command centre for policies and makes 

decisions based on policy rules and network state. PDP can be more than one 

depending upon the size of the network and it can reside on the PEP itself (see 

below) or it can be on a separate device.
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• Policy Enforcement Point (PEP)

Responsible for executing the defined policies distributed to it by the PDP (e.g. 

Edge Router). There can be one or more PEPs in the network.

• Policy Repository

A place to store policy data during network operations. Policies are retrieved from 

this Repository by PDP.

• Policy Extraction

A term for the process during which PDP reads policy repository in order to find 

the policies for a particular type of network traffic.

• Policy Distribution

A mechanism during which the Policy Decision Point (PDP) using a policy 

distribution protocol distributes policies to one or more Policy Enforcement 

Points (PEPs).

• Policy Update

A process for making changes to existing policies in the policy repository using a 

Policy Management Tool.

A policy management tool takes High-Level Policies as input and converts them into 

Low-Level Policies to be applied on different devices in the network, which are called 

Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs) in this context. These Policies can be stored in a data 

repository, which can be a database. The preferred way for the communication between 

PEPs and policy management tool is through the repository. The PEP communicates with 

the repository through an intermediary known as the Policy Decision Point (PDP). The 

PDP extracts the policies from repository, translates them to a form understood by PEP 

and communicates them to PEP. The PDP is a logical component and can be on one or 

many devices. In some situations, the policy management tool can communicate policies 

directly to the PEP through the PDP as shown by broken line in the Figure 8.
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2.9 The Policy Transformation Process

In a Policy Based Network, the goals or business objectives of an organization are 

achieved by specifying High-Level Business policies (set of rules) rather than configuring 

individual network devices. The process of converting High-Level Business policies to 

Low Level Policies or Device configuration is called Policy transformation.

2.9.1 The Policy Transformation Methods

The IETF has defined a three-layer model, called Policy Continuum (shown in Figure 9) 

[18] , for defining policies to manage and configure QoS mechanisms (i.e. classification, 

marking, etc.). In this model, High-Level Business Policies express the requirements of 

the different applications and their priority under network congestion. Device

Independent Policies transform Business Policies into a set of generalized operational and 

configuration policies that are independent of any specific device, but dependent on a 

particular set of QoS mechanisms, such as Random Early Detection (RED), dropping, or 

weighted round robin scheduling. In contrast, Device-dependent Policies translate 

Device-Independent Policies into ones that are specific for a device. This model provides 

a common set of abstractions for representing QoS mechanisms in a device independent 

way.

High-Level Business 
Policies

Device-Independent
Policies

Device-Dependent
Policies

Figure 9: The IETF Policy Continuum.

According to Verma [4], High-Level Business Policies follow a number of steps before 

their transformation or conversion to Device-Dependent Policies takes place. A policy
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management tool takes High-Level Business Policies as input and translates them to 

device configurations. The structure of Verma’s policy management tool is shown in 

Figure 10.

High-Level policies

Low-Level policies

Resource DiscoveryGraphical User Interface

Configuration Distributor

Transformation Logic

Figure 10: Verma’s Policy Management Tool.

During the policy transformation process, the policy specification follows a validation 

process to ensure that the specified policies meets certain criteria, are not self

contradictory, and are feasible in a given environment. During the validation process, the 

policy management tool performs different types of validation checks. These validation 

checks range from simple syntax check to very complex checks, which need real time 

values of different network parameters for their manipulation. These validation checks 

can be static or dynamic in nature. For example, ensuring that a specific policy satisfies a 

syntax check is static in nature, which does not require any state information from the 

operational network for its validation; whereas dynamic validation checks require the 

current state of a device describing the current operational values of the attributes such as 

queue depth, loss rate etc. in order to validate a given policy against those parameters.

Strassner [8] has also defined a layered policy model under the DEN-ng information 

model. DEN-ng policy continuum addresses different types of user at different levels of 

abstraction according to their understanding of managed entities as shown in Figure 11. 

This model is based on the same concept of using different levels of abstraction as in the
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IETF policy continuum, but it involves more steps for translation of policies from 

Business Level view of policies to Device configurations. Strassner [8] claims that DEN- 

ng is the only information model that uses the concept of a policy continuum. However, 

reader can see discussion in the next section.

Instance view: Device-specific function implementation

System view: Device and technology independent view

Device view: Device and technology specific operation

Network view: Device-independent, technology-specific operation

Business view: SLAs, processes, guidelines and goals

Figure 11: The Policy Continuum as defined by DEN-ng.

2.9.2 Discussion: Policy Transformation

I have described three models in last section: IETF policy continuum (figure 9), Verma’s 

policy management tool (figure 10) and DEN-ng policy continuum (figure 11). I will start 

the discussion with the Strassner [8] claims that his DEN-ng is the only information 

model that uses the concept of a policy continuum. On the other hand, the IETF also calls 

its layered model (figure 9) as IETF policy continuum. The meaning of word continuum 

according to different dictionaries is:

• “A continuous extent, succession, or whole, no part of which can be distinguished 

from neighboring parts except by arbitrary division” [44],

• “A coherent whole characterized as a collection, sequence, or progression of 

values or elements varying by minute degrees” [45],
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• “Something that changes in character gradually or in very slight stages without 

any clear dividing points” [46].

If we compare the two policy continuums given by the IETF (figure 9) and DEN-ng 

(figure 11), we observe a difference in levels of abstractions for converting policies from 

one view to another view. The IETF’s policy continuum transforms policies in just three 

steps and jumps directly to Device-independent Policies from High-level Business 

Policies. This gap creates confusion and makes policies difficult to be translated from one 

concept and entity to another in a managed environment, without having intermediate 

layers or additional levels of abstraction as in the case of DEN-ng policy continuum. The 

IETF policy continuum transforms policies in three steps because the IETF information 

model is not able to represent all the entities of a managed environment such as managed 

entities, people, concepts and applications [8]. In my opinion, both DEN-ng and IETF 

models use the concept of continuum but to different degrees. DEN-ng model seems 

more accurate and closer to the definition of the word “continuum”. DEN-ng model tries 

to address the weaknesses of the IETF model.

Strassner [8] has pointed out several problems with the IETF policy models. He states 

that there is no definition of High-Level policies, no means to trigger policies and no 

language for specifying policies in the IETF model. Important issues like conflict 

detection cannot be handled due to this limitation. He argues that the IETF approach has 

instance-based reuse of policies rather than specification-based, and provides no means of 

abstraction such as roles and templates. Moreover, IETF information models and their 

extensions [11, 18, 35] present an incomplete picture describing the current state of the 

device only and do not specify the association of policy, consumers and targets in usable 

detail.

If we compare the IETF layered model (figure 9) with Verma’s policy management tool 

(figure 10), I am unaware of any published work done by the IETF on the process of 

policy validation. Rather it seems to be a general guideline about how policy should be 

transformed and leaves implementation up to vendors. Recently Verma has proposed a
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general method for policy transformation based on case reasoning [9], which is 

independent of the discipline for mapping High-Level policies to system configurations.

The IETF information models [11, 18] represent information independent of a binding to 

a specific type of repository. As Policy Core Information Model (PCIM) has standardized 

a directory that uses LDAP as its access protocol for storing policies, therefore it is very 

likely that Policy Quality of Service Information Model (QPEM) [11] would also use an 

LDAP directory as repository for storing QoS policies. But the IETF has not defined a 

mapping of the data in QPIM to a directory or directory schema mapping. Moreover, 

there are several limitations and weaknesses in the IETF information models as pointed 

out by Strassner [8] and described earlier in this section.

Therefore, the work done by the IETF is an incomplete work because it does not 

addresses some key elements such as means of policy specification, policy validation and 

conflict detection. Without addressing these issues it is not possible to implement any 

practical solution. The policy work group in the IETF is not active any more and has 

concluded its findings.

2.10 Conclusions

We reviewed different Quality of Service (QoS) technologies and traffic engineering 

techniques including IntServ, Diffserv, MPLS and ATM. We compared each technology 

for its merits and demerits and deployment and concluded that:

• IntServ does not scale to the internet level and Diffserv is the preferred and 

scalable way for provision of QoS.

• MPLS and Diffserv complement each other being at different layers of the OSI 

model for providing QoS.
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• MPLS and ATM have their own advantages and disadvantages but the usage of 

each technology is dependent on the nature and type of application.

We also covered different policy and information models, the IETF policy architecture 

and the Policy transformation process from High-Level Policies to Device configurations. 

We compared and discussed three policy continuums presented by the IETF, Verma and 

Strassner and concluded that the IETF’s Policy Continuum is not able to represent all the 

entities and concepts in the managed environment because of its fewer layers of 

abstractions.

In the real word, a single technology is not used for provision of QoS, security, VPN and 

traffic engineering, etc. Instead, a combination of technologies is used and as the 

networks became larger and more complex the need for Policy-Based Management arose. 

Specific policy sets may be applied to automate network administration tasks including 

configuration, performance, security, fault and restoration, service provisioning including 

QoS, and traffic engineering.

In this chapter, we introduced significant efforts in Policy-Based Network Management 

(PBNM) including PONDER [1] , KAoS [6] , DEN-ng [8] in collaboration with Tele

management Forum (TMF) [13] and Verma [4, 47]. Each of these efforts as well as work 

from Bandara [7, 14] , Rei [15] and RuleML [16] will be evaluated in the chapters ahead 

in their relevant sections. This chapter provided the basic introduction for more detailed 

understanding of the issues involved in provision of Policy-Based QoS and 

advantages/disadvantages of different implementations, to be discussed in the next 

chapter.

As open standards are very important, I will compare each of these efforts against a 

baseline of the IETF work. In my opinion, this research area has the potential to evolve in 

future and there is much work still to be done in order to make Policy-Based Networks a 

successful reality.
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Chapter 3

State of the Art in Policy-Based Networking for 

Quality of Service (QoS)

This chapter builds on the basic concepts and significant research efforts introduced in 

chapter 2 in areas of Policy-Based Networking and QoS. This chapter presents and 

analyses the work done by other researchers in the areas of policy specification, policy 

validation and QoS signaling and discusses and compares in detail the issues involved in 

provision of Policy-Based QoS and advantages/disadvantages of different solutions and 

implementations.

3.1 Policy Specification/Representation

There are many ways given in the literature for specifying High-level policies in a policy 

based management system. Verma [4] has classified these policy specification methods 

into the following five categories.

• Policies as natural Language

• Policies as Computer Program (CACHEL [48] , LaSCO [49] etc.)

• Policy Languages

• Policies as set of Rules (rule-based)

• Policies as entries in database or table
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Policy languages and rule-based approach are the two most common methods for 

specifying policies. Rule-based approach is the IETF standard for specifying High-Level 

Policies, but much research effort has been on policy languages. The rule-based approach 

organizes policies and policy information in a hierarchical manner, as it is natural for 

humans to think about and organize policy rules in groups. The process of policy 

definition is focused on the desired effect of the Policies as opposed to the means of 

implementing the policy on the network elements. Policy languages are important 

because policies expressed in a particular policy language can be understood and 

executed by a computer.

3.1.1 Policies as set of Rules

The IETF rule-based model for specifying QoS Policies has a condition part and an 

action part [11]. The Policy framework workgroup has standardized the method of 

specifying QoS Policies through RFC 3644 [11] and RFC 3670 [18]. This method of 

policy specification is independent of the device, any particular storage mechanism or its 

access protocols. The IETF has defined a mapping of its Policy through Policy Core 

Information Model (PCIM) [35] to a directory that uses Light weight Directory Access 

Protocol (LDAP) as its access protocol [50]. Policy Core Information Model (PCIM) is 

an object-oriented information model developed by the IETF Policy Framework work 

group as extensions to the Common Information Model (CIM) activity in the Distributed 

Management Task Force (DMTF) [12].

The IETF rule-based approach provides no details of policy definition and 

implementation of constraints in the defined policies. It does not standardize any 

particular language or technology to use for this purpose and leaves it entirely up to the 

vendors how they implement such functionality in their proposed systems.

3.1.2 Policy Languages

Policy languages are being used in different application domains for controlling the 

behavior of systems ranging from software agent based systems to distributed network 

management. There are many policy languages in the literature. PONDER, KAos, Rei,
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and RuleML are four important policy languages being used in different domains for 

policy based systems management.

PONDER [1] is the most well known policy language for distributed network 

management. PONDER was developed to specify security policies but it can also be used 

to define Quality of Service (QoS) policies. It is a declarative, object-oriented policy 

specification language and uses the concepts of roles and domains (groupings) for 

managing entities. PONDER is the precise specification of subjects, targets, actions and 

constraints for authorization and obligations. The four basic types of policies used to 

control the behavior of the system are:

• Authorization Policies - define what a subject is permitted or not permitted to 

do to a target.

• Obligation Policies - define actions to be taken by a subject.

• Refrain Policies - specify actions that subject should refrain from performing.

• Delegation Policies - specify actions which can be delegated to a grantee.

PONDER group at Imperial College, London and Cisco Systems Inc. are working on a 

combined project named Polyander [38], to investigate policy validation and conflict 

detection. The project uses PONDER language and Cisco Information Model (CIM-CX), 

which is based on Common Information Model (CIM) [36] described in section 2.7.1.

DEN-ng initiative [8] has also defined a new High-Level language for capturing business 

rules. This language is based-on the PONDER language and defines new extensions in 

areas of domain and roles. DEN-ng has restricted the domains to simplify containment 

and scope of policies. The Concept of roles in DEN-ng combines role attributes, role 

selectors and the role objects. This combination enables the use of three levels of 

abstraction in order to manage devices or parts of devices using policies and simplifies 

system design.
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KAoS is a collection of componentized policy and domain services compatible with a 

wide variety of software agent-based frameworks [51] such as CORBA [52] and Brahms 

[53]. KAoS policy services allow specification, conflict resolution and enforcement of 

policies on domains. Policies are represented as ontologies using DAML+ OIL [15]. 

OWL [54] is a revision of the DAML+OIL web ontology language incorporating lessons 

learned from the design and application of DAML+OIL. KAoS 

(http://ontology.coginst.uwf.edu/) Policy Ontologies (KPO) defines basic ontologies for 

actions, actors, groups, places, various entities related to actions and policies. In DAML, 

a policy is represented as an instance of the appropriate policy type (i.e. positive or 

negative authorization; positive or negative obligation) that defines the associated values 

for its properties, such as site of enforcement, priority and update time stamp [6]. KAoS 

has a graphical user interface called KAoS Policy Administration Tool (KPAT) to hide 

the complexity of DAML policy representation.

Rei [15] is a policy language for pervasive computing environments in which user and 

devices are mobile and span across several domains. It is implemented in the logic 

language Prolog [55]. Rei is based on deontic concepts of rights, prohibitions, obligations 

and dispensations Generally, deontic concepts [56] are social norms and core concepts of 

social life such as “ban”, “obligation”, or “permission”. Deontic concepts indicate what 

is forbidden and what is allowed, and they constrain individual behavior in favour of 

group interests.

Rei has a few and simple policy constructs that are extremely flexible to specify different 

kinds of policies. Rei is an application independent policy language and allows users to 

extend the basic ontology with additional domain specific information to express 

concepts and resources related to a specific domain. The three types of policy constructs 

in Rei are:

• Policy objects - represent rights, prohibitions, obligations and dispensations.

• Meta policies - for conflict resolution.

• Speech acts - used to modify policies dynamically.
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A detailed comparison of the features, advantages and disadvantages of three policy 

languages KAoS, Rei and Ponder is given in [51] .

The Rule Markup Language (RuleML) is an XML-based language for the exchange of 

rules between various systems [57]. Because of the importance of RuleML to our 

research work, it has been described in detail under XML-based policy languages in next 

section.

3.1.3 XML-Based Policy Languages

Extensible Markup Language (XML) [58] is a simple, text based and very flexible meta

language (a language for describing languages). It is a standard for sharing and 

exchanging data on the web. Any type of information can be represented using XML. 

XML documents carry their own Data Type Definition (DTD) or Schema with them. 

XML schema (which replace DTDs) represent a shared vocabulary and allow machines 

to perform tasks in accordance with the rules made by people. XML schema provide a 

means for defining the structure, content and semantics of XML documents.

Many XML-based Languages have emerged for specifying rules and policies in different 

domains such as RuleML [16] (Rule Markup Language) and WSPL [59] (Web Services 

Policy Language by Sun Microsystems). A few benefits of XML have been stated above.

3.1.4 Rule Markup Language (RuleML)

RuleML [16] is a rule markup language for the Semantic Web and distributed systems. 

The RuleML started in August 2000, during the Pacific Rim International Conference on 

Artificial Intelligence (PRICAI 2000). The RuleML is an open, vendor independent and 

XML-based rule language [60], RuleML allows for the exchange of rules between 

different systems. RuleML allows rules to be expressed as modules in a rule hierarchy.

RuleML defines a rule base using distinct standard XML tags. The rules are defined in a 

declarative way and are not executed directly [57], An inference or rule engine is required 

for execution of rules. Rules in RuleML are either translated into inference engine
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language before execution, or RuleML can also be used as direct input to a RuleML- 

based inference engines such as jDrew [61] and Mandarax [62]. RuleML is independent 

of the reasoning engine used to evaluate policies. RuleML allows for the exchange of 

rules between different reasoning engines to achieve interoperability between different 

systems. RuleML supports both forward and backward chaining. The current RuleML 

design includes a hierarchy of reaction rules, transformation rules, derivation rules, facts 

and queries. Till now, RuleML has mostly defined derivation rules, facts, and queries.

Based on RuleML, a policy specification language for web service called Policy RuleML 

[63] has been proposed by the RuleML initiative to handle various policy descriptions 

embedded in rules and constraints marked up in the RuleML language.

3.1.5 Web Services Policy Language (WSPL)

WSPL [64] is a policy language for web services, which supports features such as 

authentication, authorization, Quality of Service (QoS), Quality of protection, reliable 

messaging and privacy [59]. The distinguishing features of WSPL are its ability to merge 

policies to support policy negotiation, comparison of policies based on fine-grained 

parameters such as time of day, cost etc. and support of any policy using standard data 

types and functions.

WSPL supports policy negotiation by merging policies from two sources. The resultant 

single policy is an intersection of the two policies. The syntax of WSPL is based on the 

strict subset of extensible Access Control Markup Language [65] (XACML) standard. 

WSPL has been implemented and is under consideration for a standard policy language 

for Web Services.

We have done a theoretical comparison of the two main XML-based policy languages: 

RuleML and WSPL for their capabilities, limitations and suitability to Policy-Based 

Networks (PBNs). WSPL was not chosen for implementation based on the reasons 

discussed in section 6.2. Table 1 compares the two languages for their features and 

capabilities as given on the next page.
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Web Services Policy Language 
(WSPL)

RuleML Policy Specification Language for 
Web Services

Strict subset of OASIS extensible Access 
Control Markup Language (XACML)

RuleML policy language is based on RuleML, 
which itself is built on pre-existing rule markup 
languages.

Supports wide range of policy 
specifications (QoS, authorization, 
reliable messaging, privacy)

It is a general purpose, web service oriented 
policy markup language, that is not biased 
toward any particular application

Supports merging of Policies for Policy 
negotiation

Policy RuleML can be used as a way to 
interoperate between different Policy systems

A WSPL rule is a sequence of predicates. 
Each predicate defines a constraint for the 
value of an attribute.

A rule in RuleML is made up of a head and 
body tag, where actions to be taken are defined 
in head tag upon the satisfaction of the 
constraint defined in body tag.

In WSPL, Rules are listed in order of 
preference, starting with most preferred to 
least preferred choices.

RuleML is a hierarchy of rules, from reaction 
rules, via constraint rules and derivation rules 
to facts.

Policies can be compared on fine grained 
attributes other than just equality (cost, 
time of day or subnet address)

Policy RuleML can import facts from different 
sources to perform reasoning based on the rules 
defined in RuleML such as validation.

WSPL supports its own standard WSPL 
engine only

Policy RuleML is independent of the inference 
Engine

Table 1: Comparison of the WSPL and Policy RuleML Languages.

3.1.6 Discussion

The IETF has chosen a rule based approach for policy specification and, according to 

Verma’s [4] point of view, due to the need to store this representation in an LDAP 

directory or database, this rule based representation has to follow a tabular specification. 

However, the IETF has not standardized any language or particular technology in order to 

specify policies, therefore specifying policies in a standard XML-based language (such as 

RuleML or WSPL), that supports rule-based specification, can be advantageous in policy 

exchange and policy negotiation with other policy domains. As different reasoning 

engines (section 3.2.4), employed by other domains, would be able to interpret the same 

meaning from the specified policies. It is one of the potential benefits that can be gained 

using XML-based languages for specifying policies, but a study carried out by S. 

Stoutenburg, [57] shows that different inference engines interpreted policies in different 

ways due to difference in design of the inference engines.
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3.2 Policy Validation

As explained in section 2.9.1, the policy specification step follows a validation process to 

ensure that the specified policy meets certain criteria, is not self-contradictory or 

contradicts other policies, and is feasible in a given environment. During the validation 

process, the policy management tool performs a number of different types of validation 

checks. Many researchers use the term “policy refinement and policy analysis” for the 

validation process as well. The four main approaches used by researchers for policy 

validation are:

■ Algorithmic approaches

■ Meta-policies

■ Event calculus and abductive reasoning

■ Reasoning engines

3.2.1 Algorithmic approaches

KAoS [6] describes a method for a policy representation, deconfliction and enforcement 

(“deconfliction” spelling same as paper title). The KAoS have implemented a general- 

purpose algorithm for policy conflict detection and harmonization. This algorithm is able 

to handle three types of conflicts.

■ Positive vs. negative authorization

■ Positive vs. negative obligation

■ Positive obligation vs. negative authorization

The KAoS algorithm is able to find and resolve conflicts among the policies even when 

the actors, actions or targets of policies are specified at very different levels of 

abstraction. KAoS algorithm relies on JTP [66] ontology (JTP is an object-oriented 

modular reasoning system) that has been integrated with KAoS. Policy priority 

conditions are needed in order to execute automatic conflict resolution algorithm. When 

policy conflict occurs, these conditions are used to determine which of the two policies
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being compared is most important. The conflict can then be automatically resolved in 

favor of the most important policy. Alternatively, a human administrator can come in to 

play to make a decision.

3.2.2 Meta-policies

Meta-policies specify constraints, over a set of policies, on the permitted types of policies 

or their policy elements [1] . Meta-policies are policies about which policies can coexist 

in the system or what are permitted attribute values for a valid policy. Lymberopoulos et 

al. [5] describe a method for validating PONDER Policies in a DiffServ environment, 

using the Core Information Model (CIM) as the modeling framework. In this method, 

policy validation is implemented using meta-policies as a means to specify the constraints 

that network policies must satisfy with respect to DiffServ mechanisms that the targets 

must support. The syntax of a meta-policy is based on the OMG Object Constraint 

Language (OCL) [67]. The PONDER [1] policies are validated or checked against the 

constraints defined in the meta-policies at the time of policy specification before 

deployment. This method assumes that the information about the capabilities and current 

state of the device is provided through CIM extensions.

The Rei framework [15] makes use of meta-policies to resolve conflicts among policies 

by defining priorities on policies and by setting precedence relations between policy 

modalities.

3.2.3 Event Calculus and Abductive reasoning approach

Abduction or inference to the best explanation, is the form of inference that goes from 

data describing something to a hypothesis that best explains or account for data [68]. In 

other words, abduction is a kind of theory forming or interpretive inference. According to 

Josephson [68], Abduction or inference to the best explanation is a form of inference that 

follows a pattern like this:
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D is a collection of data (facts, observations, givens), 

H explains D (would, if true, explain D),

No other hypothesis explains D as well as H does

Therefore, H is probably correct.

Abductive reasoning applications in artificial intelligence include fault diagnosis, plan 

formation and default reasoning.

Bandara et al. [7] have described a method for transforming both policy and system 

behavior specifications into a formal notation that is based on Event Calculus. Event 

Calculus is used for modeling because both policies and management behavior are event 

driven. Specified Policies are analyzed using abductive reasoning techniques to identify 

existing conflicts and provide explanation on the exact cause of conflicts. This work has 

been extended to a goal-based approach for policy refinement [14]. This method 

identifies the operations available to the underlying system, which can achieve a given 

goal.

3.2.4 Rule Engines

Rule engines have gained attention and won recognition for their role and impact on 

business process automation, law enforcement, industrial automation, finance, 

government and transport, etc. [69]. The use and role of rules and rule engines is being 

applied in web services, distributed systems management, security, Quality of Service 

(QoS) and Decision support Systems.

The concept of rule engines comes from expert systems, a branch of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI). Rule engines are based-on logic programming languages such as 

Prolog, LDL, LISP and CLIPS. The idea behind a rule or logic language is that rather 

than specifying instructions to run in certain order, as in the case of imperative languages, 

facts and rules are specified [70].
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3.2.5 Rule Engine examples

On investigation, I found a variety of rule engines and commercial tools with GUIs to 

hide complexities from the users. A number of Java-based reasoning engines are 

available from commercial vendors and open source platforms. Some features of a few 

reasoning engines and other commercial products are given in table 2.

Reasoning 
Engine / 

Tool

Open
Source/

Proprietary

Algorithm/
Chaining

Mechanism
Implementation

Language
Vendor

URL

OFBiz Open Source Backward chaining Logikus www.OFBiz.org

ILOG
JRules Proprietary - Java www.ilog.com

BLAZE
Advisor Proprietary - -

http://www.fai risaac. 
com/fairi saac/

QuickRules Proprietary - Java www.yasutech.com

JESS Open Source
Rete algorithm, Both 

Forward and 
Backward chaining

Java
http://herzberg.ca.san
dia.gov/JESS/

Drools Open Source Variation of Rete Java http://drools.org/

Info-
Sapient Open Source Fuzzy Logic Java

http://info-
sapient.sourceforge.n
et/index.html

Mandarax Open Source Library of deduction 
rules Java

http ://mandarax. sourc 
eforge.net/overview.h 
tml

jDREW Open Source Forward and 
Backward chaining Java

http://www.j drew.org 
/j DREW ebsi te/j DRE 
W.html

XITE lite Open Source Forward chaining Java http: //xi te. sourceforg 
e.net/

ABLE Proprietary It is a complete tool 
kit for application

ABLE
Framework http://www.alphawor

ks.ibm.com/tech/able

Table 2: List and features of different rule engines.

From the above reasoning engines listed in table 2, JESS and ABLE are the two most 

important and well-known rule engines. Both have their own industrial significance, 

contributions to the Artificial Intelligence (AI) field and deployment in applications.
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Agent Building and Learning Environment (ABLE) is an IBM initiative and it is a Java 

framework, component library, and productivity tool kit for building intelligent agents 

using machine learning and reasoning. Java Expert System Shell (JESS) is a small, light 

and one of the fastest reasoning engines by Sandia laboratories and it has the capacity to 

"reason" over the knowledge supplied in the form of declarative rules. It is a powerful 

scripting language giving you access to all of Java's APIs.

The main difference between JESS and ABLE engines is the way in which they make 

decisions and their class or type to which they belong. JESS is a symbolic reasoning 

engine whereas ABLE is an agent based engine. JESS uses CLIPS language to employ 

symbolic reasoning in a forward or backward chaining. ABLE makes use of software 

agents for decision making on a given input.

From the long list of reasoning engines in the above table 2, we have introduced only 

three reasoning engines: XITE, JESS and jDREW, in chapter 6. The main reason for 

discussing these rule engines is their relevance to our proposed solution and 

implementations designed to present proof of concept.

3.2.6 Discussion

According to Uszok A, et. al [6], the representation chosen to describe the policies largely 

determines the flexibility, extensibility, and amenability to analysis of a given 

implementation. PONDER is a formal Policy Specification Language. Specifying policies 

as computer programs makes them executable, but it is difficult to verify that two 

programs specifying two different policies do not contradict each other [4]. Conflict 

detection among policies is one of the key steps of the policy validation process. By 

comparison, the rule-based approach adopted by the IETF is simple and easier to analyze 

than complete computer programs [4]. Moreover, the validation of policies against 

defined constraints may depend upon the language or method that is used to specify 

policies, therefore one validation method may be not applicable to another policy 

specification method.
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The definition of policy conflict depends on the approach used to specify the policies [4]. 

As many methods discussed in this chapter use different approaches to specify policies, 

their definitions of policy conflict would also be different. Consequently, methods for 

policy conflict detection and policy conflict resolution would be different. Methods for 

policy representation described in [1] and [6] do not conform to the standards as 

described by IETF in [11]. Therefore, they are not interoperable.

3.3 Signaling in Policy-Based Networks

Signaling is a form of network communication that allows an end station or network node 

to communicate to its neighbors to request special handling of certain traffic [3] . True 

end-to-end QoS requires that every element in the network path (switch, router, firewall, 

host, client and so on) deliver its part of QoS and all these entities need to be coordinated 

with QoS signaling. As part of my QoS literature review, many protocols were 

investigated for QoS signaling in IP networks, which included:

• RSVP (Resource Reservation Setup Protocol)

• COPS (Common Open Policy Server)

• BGRP (Border Gateway Reservation Protocol)

• SIBBS (Simple Inter-domain Bandwidth Broker Specification)

• LDAP (Light weight Directory Access Protocol)

• SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol)

3.3.1 Common Open Policy Service Protocol (COPS)

The COPS (Common Open Policy Service) [71] protocol is a simple query and response 

protocol that can be used to exchange policy information between a policy server known 

as a PDP (Policy Decision Point) and its client PEPs (Policy Enforcement Points) in a 

client server environment. COPS supports both outsourcing and provisioning models for 

policy control as shown in figure 12 [72], An example of a policy client may be a router 

used for policy based admission control. It is assumed that at least one policy server 

exists in a controlled administrative domain.
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In a Provisioning or Configuration model, a client host sends a request for resources to 

PDP, which is BB in this case, and depending upon the available resources BB sends 

messages or configuration to its PEP to accommodate the client request. In an 

Outsourcing model, a client host sends its request to the PEP, which in turn contacts the 

PDP (or BB).

Outsourcing model Provisioning model
pi

Events
Query (2) w "^3^

Trigger event ~ Bandwidth Broker H /
in\ __ ^Z^^****^(Policy Decision Point) Notifications

Response (3) Events Bandwidth Broker

^ (Policy Decision Point) 1
Edge Router

(Policy Enforcement Point)

.. v Configuration

Edge Router

(Policy Enforcement Point)

Trigger Events generate Trigger Events. Notifications and
Queries and Responses Configuration commands are asynchronous J

Figure 12: COPS Resource Allocation Models.

3.3.2 COPS-SLS: A Service Level Negotiation Protocol

COPS-SLS [73] is a service level negotiation protocol which operates both at inter and 

intra domain levels. COPS-SLS was developed in particular context of policy-based 

networks and uses the flexibility of COPS protocol to transport negotiation information 

between a customer and a provider. It is highly Independent and has greater reusability. 

Moreover, the organization of COPS-SLS negotiation process in to two phases 

(Configuration and Negotiation) allows the automatic configuration of the negotiation 

process, which is one aim of Policy-Based Networking. Therefore, COPS-SLS offers a 

promising solution in situations, where a direct request is made and apart from this in the 

Direct-request model, resources do not need to be reserved between a host and edge 

router.
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3.3.3 COPS for Policy Provisioning (COPS -PR)

COPS is an extensible protocol and one usage of COPS has been defined in RFC 3084 

for provisioning of policies and the protocol itself is named as COPS-PR. [74] . COPS- 

PR is an IETF standard protocol and has been specifically designed to work with the 

IETF policy architecture. COPS-PR operates in a client server mode and is independent 

of the types of policies being provisioned: QoS and Security etc.

COPS-PR Operation

A COPS - PR client (PEP) opens a connection to its PDP and when the connection is 

established, it sends information about itself to the PDP in form of a configuration 

request. The information sent to PDP includes hardware type, software release and 

configuration information etc. PDP responds by downloading the policies related to that 

device from a policy server or database. On receiving the provisioned policies, the device 

maps them into its local QoS mechanisms, and installs them. If a condition changes, then 

the PDP sends the changes (installs, updates, and/or deletes) in policy to the PEP, and the 

PEP updates its local configuration appropriately. On the other hand, any changes in 

device configuration or information are sent asynchronously to PDP using an updated 

configuration request. On receiving this new information, the PDP sends any additional 

provisioned policies to PEP, which are now needed by the PEP, or removes those policies 

that are no longer applicable.

3.3.4 Light weight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)

The main reason for describing the Light Weight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is its 

importance and use in the IETF policy architecture. Policy repository is one of the 

components in the IETF’s policy architecture [43] (figure 8) and the IETF has defined a 

mapping of its Policy through Policy Core Information Model (PCIM) [35] to a directory 

that uses Light weight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) as its access protocol [50]. The 

IETF policy architecture has standardized directory for storing policies in general but the 

IETF has not standardized any repository for storing QoS policies. However, it is very 

likely that LDAP would be used as an access protocol for the repository of policies 

related to QoS in the IETF policy architecture.
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The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is an open standard for accessing the 

online directory services. It has two versions; version 2 and version 3. The LDAP (v3) 

has implemented some security features in it and is an IETF proposed standard through 

RFC 3377 [75].

An LDAP directory service operates in a client server mode. There can be more than one 

LDAP server. If one server is unable to satisfy a request it can redirect a client’s request 

to another server using a referral. LDAP has nine basic functions [76], which are listed in 

table 3.

LDAP Functions Description

Add Used for adding or creating a new entry
Delete Deletes an existing entry in the directory
Modify Used to make changes in an existing entry

Bind Initiates a session with an LDAP server
Unbind Terminates a session with an LDAP server
Search Searches the directory for matching entries

Compare Compares an entry against a set of data
Modify DN Make changes to distinguished name of a directory entry

Abandon Abandons an operation, which was previously sent to server
Table 3: Basic operations in LDAP protocol.

3.3.5 Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

The main reason for including the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) in 

thesis is its relevance to our area of research as both are related to network management. 

Moreover, I wanted to make clear distinction between SNMP and Policy-Based Network. 

Both have different areas of action. SNMP operates at the lower layers of OSI model 

whereas Policies operate on top of network management systems. In a top down 

approach, Policies would be at the top and SNMP at the bottom to help implement 

policies. Therefore both SNMP and Policy-Based Networks help each other in achieving 

a desired action.
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SNMP is the most important network management protocol which enables network 

administrators to monitor network performance, trouble shoot problems, and plan future 

growth of network [77]. Currently there are two versions of SNMP, SNMP version 1 [78] 

and version 2 [79]. SNMP version 3 [80] is in the process of standardization. SNMP 

works by exchanging management information between network devices and is part of 

the Transmission Control Protocol/Intemet Protocol (TCP/IP) protocol suite.

3.3.5.1 Components of SNMP:
There needs to be three SNMP components in order to manage a network using SNMP: 

agents, managed devices and network-management systems (NMSs).

• Agent - a piece of software that is installed on the managed device , which has 

local knowledge of management information and translates that information into a 

form compatible with SNMP

• Managed Device - any node in the network being managed, such as hosts, 

switches or routers etc. An SNMP agent resides on the managed device

• Network Management System (NMS) - An entity to execute applications for 

monitoring and controlling managed devices. There can be one or more NMSs in 

the network, and it provides most of the processing and memory required for 

network management.

Versions 1 and 2 of SNMP are not interoperable in terms of their message formats and 

protocol operations. Both versions 1 and 2 of SNMP do not have any authentication 

mechanism in them, which make them vulnerable to security threats. This issue of 

security has been addressed in the SNMP version 3 [80] specifications.

3.3.6 BGRP (Border Gateway Reservation Protocol)

The Border Gateway Reservation Protocol (BGRP) [81] operates only between border 

routers as shown in figure 13 [81]. Routers are adjacent and may be in the same domain 

or can be in different domains. BGRP generates the following Messages:
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• PROBE

• GRAFT

• ERROR

• REFRESH

• TEAR

PROBE and Graft messages specify reservation parameters such as traffic class and 

bandwidth. ERROR messages are sent when reservation failure occurs. REFRESH 

messages are exchanged periodically between peer router to keep alive the reservations. 

TEAR messages can remove reservations in peer routers more quickly, when initiated.

Figure 13: BGRP Operation.

3.3.6.1 BGRP Operation
Reservation Sources initiate PROBE messages to determine the network resource 

availability and exact reservation path. Each PROBE message consists of reservation 

request and destination network information. PROBE messages travel down stream from 

stub domain border routers. Border routers use BGP routing information to forward 

PROBE messages. PROBE messages collect routing information along the path but do 

not install any reservation state or routing state in the routers. Reservation Sinks, upon 

receiving PROBE messages, return GRAFT messages to make reservations in the 

network. The GRAFT messages use the routing information collected by PROBE 

messages and traverse exactly the reverse path that PROBE messages took. When 

processing a GRAFT message a router interfaces its intra-domain protocols to set up the
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transit reservation with in its domain In case of failure to make a reservation it generates 

an ERROR message. PROBE and GRAFT messages are sent once during the life time of 

a reservation and reservations are maintained by REFRESH messages.

3.3.7 SIBBS (Simple Inter-domain Bandwidth Broker Specification)

Simple Inter-domain Bandwidth Broker Specification [82] (SIBBS) is an open standard 

proposed by QBone Bandwidth Broker Architecture (internet 2 community). It is a 

Network-to-Network Interface (NNI) Protocol, which establishes communication 

between peer Bandwidth Brokers (BBs) for bandwidth reservation request. SIBBS Basic 

message types are:

• Resource Allocation Request (RAR)

• Resource Allocation Acknowledgement (RAA)

• Keep Alive (KA)

• Refresh (REFRESH)

• Teardown (CANCEL)

3.3.7.1 SIBBS Operation
SIBBS uses a message pair, composed of Resource Allocation Request (RAR) and 

Resource Allocation Acknowledgement (RAA). User requests QoS, goes to Bandwidth 

Broker (BB) in its domain, where BB processes the RAR , makes a decision and updates 

its database. RAR is passed to BB in neighboring domain(s), which carries out the same 

procedure until RAR reaches the BB having the destination host. On receiving the RAR, 

the destination host sends back a Resource Allocation Acknowledgement (RAA), which 

is relayed back until it reaches the source host. Upon receiving RAA, all the BBs in the 

path configure their edge routers for the provision of service to that source host and data 

transfer is started. SIBBS process for end-to-end reservation of resources is shown in 

figure 14.
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Figure 14: SIBBS process for end-to-end reservation of resources.

3.3.8 Comparison/Discussion: Signaling Protocols

Based on their usage, signaling protocols can be discussed in three main scenarios listed 

below:

a) Signaling between client host and Bandwidth Broker (PDP).

b) Signaling between Bandwidth Broker (PDP) and Egress router (PEP).

c) Inter domain signaling between Bandwidth Broker (PDP) to Bandwidth Broker 

(PDP).

In the first scenario (a) between a host and Bandwidth Broker, we have two options as 

signaling protocols: RSVP and COPS-SLS. RSVP reserves the resources on an end-to- 

end basis and is more suitable in outsourcing model. However, in a direct request model, 

we propose COPS-SLS as it has been designed specifically in context of Policy-Based 

Networks (PBNs) to negotiate QoS parameters using Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 

in a client server mode, if used to initiate a connection. A comparison of both RSVP and 

COPS-SLS is given in the table 4.
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RSVP COPS-SLS
Static Resource Allocation Dynamic Resource Allocation
Cannot Support a Policy Database Designed For Policy-Based Networks
Complex and Non Scalable Flexible to Transport Negotiate SLS
High Overhead in terms of Control Light Weight Protocol With Low Over Heads
No Option for Automatic Configuration and 
Resource Allocation

Negotiation & Configuration Phases allows 
Automatic Resource Allocation

Table 4: Comparison between RSVP and COPS-SLS.

In scenario (b), for signaling between a Policy server (PDP) and a Policy client (PEP), 

COPS-PR is a natural choice because it is an IETF standard and was designed and built 

for the specific purpose of communicating policies between a PDP and PEP. Other 

motivating factors for its use include:

• It is a simple query based protocol, which is well suited to a client server 

environment.

• Suitable for Policy-Based Admission Control and dynamic allocation of resources.

• It can support multiple client requests and is easily extensible.

• COPS runs over TCP to provide reliable message communication.

• Support for two main models “Out Sourcing and Provisioning”.

The contenders for Inter-domain signaling in scenario (c) include RSVP, SIBBS and 

BGRP. RSVP is rejected because of not meeting scalability requirements. SIBBS and 

BGRP are very similar in their attributes and working but had been developed 

independently of each other. BGRP relies on differentiated services for data forwarding. 

As a result, the number of packet classifier entries is extremely small. To reduce the 

protocol message traffic, routers may reserve domain bandwidth beyond the current load, 

so that sources can join or leave the tree or change their reservation without having to 

send messages all the way to the tree root for every such change. Both BGRP and SIBBS 

seem appropriate for inter-domain signaling. A detailed analysis of these signaling 

protocols is given in our paper “Policy Based Network Architecture in Support for 

Guaranteed QoS” [20].
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Both SNMP and LDAP are not discussed here because their functionality does not fit in 

the above-mentioned scenarios. SNMP performs low-level functions which can help 

implement High-Level Policies, whereas LDAP is a protocol to access policy repository 

or store.

3.4 Summary

This chapter provides an overview of the work being done in areas related to Policy- 

Based networking and covers information modeling, policy specification, conflict 

detection and resolution, and signaling. A comparison and analysis of the major players 

(IETF [11], Verma [4], Strassner [8], PONDER [5], Bandara [7] and KAoS [6]) in the 

field has been presented in this chapter. After having gone through the whole process of 

policy conversion from High-Level Policies to Device Configurations and comparing 

different work done by the IETF with other researchers, we observe that there is no 

evidence of any published work done by the IETF on the process of policy specification 

and validation. The existing methods described in this chapter for policy representation 

and transformation are proprietary and are not compatible with the standards defined by 

the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and are not interoperable with each other. 

Without defined standards, the behavior of network devices from different vendors 

cannot be controlled using policies. That is why I have chosen to explore the appropriate 

techniques or methods for validating the rule-based policy specification approach, 

defined by the IETF.

The last section of this chapter describes various signaling protocols investigated for QoS 

and Policy-Based Networking. We investigated different single and multiple domain 

protocols. Out of the above-discusses protocols, the SIBBS project has concluded 

whereas BGRP tries to address the overhead and scalability issues of RSVP for end-to- 

end reservation of resources for QoS. SNMP is the standard for network management and 

both Policy-Based networking and SNMP complement each other and are not 

competitors because Policy-Based Networking is at a much higher layer of abstraction 

than the SNMP. LDAP and extensions of COPS have been discussed in relation to policy
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implementation and distribution. In context of three scenarios described in comparison 

section 3.3.8, the appropriate choices seem to be COPS-SLS for scenario signaling 

between client host and Bandwidth Broker (PDP), COPS-PR for scenario Signaling 

between Bandwidth Broker (PDP) and Egress router (PEP) and either BGRP and SIBBS 

for Inter domain signaling between Bandwidth Broker (PDP) to Bandwidth Broker 

(PDP).
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Chapter 4

An Architecture for Policy-Based Quality of 

Service (QoS)

This chapter describes our proposed architecture for policy transformation. Our 

architecture addresses the limitations of the IETF in areas of policy specification, 

validation and resource discovery. It explains in detail how a High-Level Policy is 

converted to Low-Level Policy or Device Configuration. Our proposed architecture has 

been published as conference paper titled “A Standards Based Framework for Policy 

Validation in Policy-Based Networks for end-to-end QoS” in the “Australian 

Telecommunication Networks and Applications” (ATNAC 2004) [19].

The standards based design of our proposed architecture allows it to control the behavior 

of network devices from different vendors using policies. It also provides interoperability 

to interact with other Policy-Based Networks for Policy negotiation, exchange and 

merging. Moreover, it outlines the Policy validation process and describes how different 

types of information required for validating Policies can be collected.

4.1 Analysis and Design

A detailed analysis of the work done by the IETF on the process of policy transformation, 

from High-Level policies to Low-Level Policies, reveals missing links or gaps in the 

areas such as:
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• Definition of Policy

• Means of specifying policies

• Validation of policies

• Determination of current state of network

We decided to start with the policy transformation process before looking at the methods 

of implementing constraints in the defined policies.

4.2 Proposed Architecture

Our proposed model is based-on standards defined by the IETF and is an extension of the 

IETF work, but in areas which are not currently in focus such as resource discovery and 

policy validation. The mechanism of policy transformation from high-level business 

objectives to device level configuration is explained in figures 15 and 16.

High-Level
Business
Policies

Validation I

Validation II

Policy
Editor

Network
State

Configuration
Distributor

Policy
Transformation

Logic

Figure 15: Policy Management Tool.

A policy editor takes High-Level Business Policies as input from a network 

administrator. This input information is validated (validation phase I) through a variety of 

checks. After validation, a Transformation Logic module converts these High-Level
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Policies to Low-Level Policies. These Low-level Policies contain information about 

generic device operations and configurations that are independent of devices but 

dependent on a particular set of QoS mechanisms, such as random early detection (RED) 

dropping or weighted round robin scheduling [18].

High-Level 
Business Policies

Policy validation Phase I &IINetwork State

Device
Independent
Policies

Repository
Policy

Decision
Point

LDAP
QoS Policies

VPN Policies

Security etc.

COPS-PR 
for Low Policy 

Distribution

Policy
Management

Tool

Lucent
Router
(PEP)

Nortel Router 
(PEP)

Cisco Router 
(PEP)

Agent

Figure 16: Policy Transformation Mechanism.

This enables different types of devices (routers, switches, hosts etc.) to be controlled by 

QoS Policies and devices from different vendors, which use the same QoS mechanism,
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can also be controlled using the same policies. Policy validation (validation phase II) is 

one of the key steps of the policy transformation process. In order to validate High-Level 

Policies, the network state component of the policy management tool needs different 

types of information as shown in figure 17. This network state information consists of 

information about network topology, users in the network, active application and so on. 

The network state module can obtain these different types information using different 

methods described below:

a b c d e
Device
Role

User
Discovery

Network
Topology

Active
Applications

Device
Capabilities

Network State

Figure 17: Network State Component.

A. Network Topology

An IP network has two types of topologies, a physical topology and a logical/routing 

topology. Physical topology describes how different elements of the network are 

connected physically to each other whereas logical/routing topology describes the path a 

packet would follow between two points in the network. The information about routing 

topology is the most important component of the network state module and has 

fundamental importance for applying defined QoS policies [4]. The information about the 

topology of the network can be found e.g. using Simple Network Management Protocol 

(SNMP), through routing information and sending active probe packets. Router level 

topologies can be measured using different techniques and tools such as Rocket Fuel 

[83].

B. Active Applications

Many policies define how users can access specific applications running within the 

network; therefore, the policy management tool must be aware of the port numbers and
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protocols (TCP/IP) that an application would be using. The information about the set of 

active applications/port numbers can be discovered by making use of inventory agents 

and active probing from a central agent [4]. An inventory management program consists 

of an inventory agent that runs through each of the machines from where information 

about applications is to be taken. Inventory agents are available for different operating 

systems and come from different network and systems management software vendors. 

The extent of information obtained through agents depends upon the sophistication and 

complexity of the software agent. Alternatively, active probing (port scanning) can be 

used. However, from a management perspective, inventory agents provide sufficient 

information about applications so that active probing is rarely used.

C. Device Capabilities

Device capabilities include the different types of Quality of Service (QoS) features 

supported by a device and the current operational values of those parameters. In order to 

determine the capabilities of the different PEPs or PDPs in the network, we can use two 

methods: using agent based registration method and using a capability database as shown 

in figure 18. Capability databases are used in situations where agents cannot be made 

operational on network devices.

AGENT

Configuration
Device Features

OS Version
Policy

Management
Tool

Applications

Operations

Figure 18: Device Capabilities Module.

Determination of the current values of different parameters in an active network is an 

active research problem itself and one of the important factors to make policy based 

networking a success. One such method makes use of Resource Discovery packets (RD)
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to investigate the current state of the network in DiffServ enabled routers [84]. This 

resource discovery mechanism generates Resource Discovery (RD) packets with a 

priority DSCP value for collecting QoS states of the internal network. The DiffServ 

router is extended to include some QoS state monitoring functions. Upon receiving the 

RD packet, a router consults its QoS state and modifies the fields of a RD packet 

accordingly, then forwards it to the next router along the path to the egress router. The 

egress router is responsible for sending back RD packets directly to the ingress router.

D. User Discovery

QoS policies are easier to specify in terms of applications, users or employees of a 

company. A listing of all the users and their related information (employment status, 

department, address, location etc.) can be obtained by looking in to the directory of 

employees. Specifying policies in terms of users is easy but their enforcement at the user 

level is not an easy task. Rules are most efficiently enforced at network level, when 

specified in terms of packet header fields such as source or destination IP address and 

TCP/IP port numbers. From an administrative point of view, it is much easier to associate 

policies with users or groups of users than to associate policies with the set of IP 

addresses or machine numbers, hence the preferred use of an access control server to 

authenticate users rather than firewalls filtering IP addresses.

E. Device Role

The role of a device in a network cannot be determined automatically using discovery 

mechanisms [4]. Currently a network administrator normally decides about the roles of 

the devices in the network according to their functionality by defining rules that 

determine the roles that are to be associated with different devices in the network, such as 

the role of an edge router or core router in DiffServ. The possibility of automatic 

allocation of roles to different devices in the network can happen in case of a network 

using programmable routers [85] .
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4.3 Proposed Lower Layer Architecture and Signaling

Until now, we have focused on Policy Transformation in our presented architecture, 

which constitutes the first half of our presented architecture. This section discusses the 

lower half of the proposed architecture from Policy storage to distribution, from the 

signaling perspective.
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(PDP)

QoS PoliciesLDAPCOPS-SLS

Security etc.

HOST

COPS-PR 
for Policy 
Distribution

Nortel Router 
(PEP)

Cisco Router 
(PEP)

Lucent
Router
(PEP)

Figure 19: Proposed Architecture.

Validated policies are stored in the policy repository. These policies can be related to any 

discipline such as QoS and Security, etc. The Policy repository can be a database or a 

directory. From our review of signaling protocols in last chapter, we propose an LDAP 

directory as a policy repository in our architecture because of two reasons. Firstly, it is an 

IETF proposed standard through RFC 3377 [75] and secondly, an LDAP directory can 

read information more quickly as compared to a data base. When we have a large number 

of policies in the repository and a PDP queries the policy repository, the response time 

for an LDAP directory is less than a database. Moreover, the choice between a directory
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and a database is dependent on the type of data and suitability to application 

requirements. Table 5 [86] lists and compares the characteristics of both directory and a 

database.

Directory Database
Able to read extremely fast Support applications involving intense writing
Supports relatively static data Designed to handle frequently changing data
Supports Object oriented model by 
representing elements and objects

Suitable for sophisticated and complex data 
models

A standard schema for all applications making 
use of the directory

Application-specific schema varying from 
application basis

Implements some security features Ensures data integrity through its components
Directory attributes can be single or multi
valued

Atomic transactions consist of grouping of 
changes to tables or rows such that all or none 
of the changes takes place.

Allow updates on multiple servers. Consistent view of the data
Stores and supports data that is distributed in 
nature.

Transactions run isolated from other 
transactions

Stores objects in a hierarchical manner Upon commitment of the transaction, its 
changes are guaranteed

Table 5: Comparison of Directory and Database.

When a host wants to establish a connection, we have two choices: RSVP and COPS-SLS 

as described in 3.3.7. COPS-SLS is chosen for being specifically designed to be used 

with a policy server, which is the PDP in our case, and it can negotiate QoS parameters as 

Service Level Agreement (SLA). Once the SLA negotiation is completed, Policies related 

to that particular client can be distributed to PEPS using several ways such as LDAP, 

SNMP and COPS-PR, etc. Both SNMP and LDAP have their own advantages and 

disadvantages as discussed in [4]. One of the requirements to achieve interoperability 

among different systems is the use of a standard protocol by the devices and the 

management tool. As COPS-PR is an IETF standard, therefore we have proposed COPS- 

PR in our architecture for distribution of Policies.

In order to enforce distributed policies, the devices in the network need to be configured 

accordingly. As the devices in the managed network may be from a variety of vendors the 

commands and syntax for configuring each device is different. An agent sitting on each
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device can read and understand the policy to be implemented and configure that 

particular device accordingly to provide the required QoS.

4.4 Summary

This chapter presents our proposed architecture in order to address limitations in the IETF 

policy models [11, 18] in areas such as policy continuum, conflict detection, resolution 

and resource discovery. As open standards are important to achieve interoperability, 

therefore we have based our proposed architecture on standards defined by the IETF. 

This chapter presented our conceptual framework to specify, validate and detect conflicts 

among the policies. In the next chapter, we demonstrate how these ideas can be 

implemented as per our presented architecture.
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Chapter 5

Policy Transformation using Rules and Reasoning 

Engines
This chapter describes our approach for validating High-Level Policies using rules and 

reasoning engines. It explains how policy validation and conflict detection can be done 

using rules and rule engines and how interoperability among different Policy-Based 

Systems can be achieved. This chapter also explains backward and forward chaining 

concepts, as they are necessary to understand the working of rule engines. We have 

proposed a solution for policy validation using rule engines and rules, which 

complements our standards-based architecture proposed in chapter 4.

5.1 The IETF Policy Specification

The IETF has defined a three-layer model, called Policy Continuum (Figure 9, page 26) 

[18], for defining policies to manage and configure QoS mechanisms (i.e. classification, 

marking, etc.). The IETF has adopted a rule-based approach for specifying policies. The 

IETF policy constructs are:

If <condition> then <action>

Policy constructs define the functionality required to perfonn desired traffic conditioning. 

For example, for the following two applications:
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Application Functionality

VoIP Minimal loss, delay and jitter

Web Buying Transaction Specific Encryption Algorithm, Response time

These functions may be implemented using technologies such as Diffserv and IntServ. 

QPIM (Quality of Service Policy Information Model) provides specific classes to enable 

Diffserv and IntServ conditioning to be modeled. The QPIM class definitions are used to 

create instances of various policy constructs. Examples of actions include rate limit, 

bandwidth allocation and jitter control, whereas policy conditions are constructs, which 

can select traffic conditioning according to a complex Boolean expression.

5.1.1 Problem Definition

The IETF’s Policy Continuum is a conceptual model for transformation of High-Level 

Policies to Low-Level Policies. It does not provide any details for concrete 

implementation of this conceptual model. There are no specific guidelines about any 

means of specifying policies (such as choice of a language) in the IETF Model. IETF’s 

rule-based approach is not an adequate guideline for specifying High-Level Policies 

because, without any specific implementation guidelines and standards, Policy-Based 

Systems have emerged in different implementations which are not interoperable. Without 

interoperability, two different Policy-Based Systems cannot interact with each other for 

performing important functions such as policy exchange and negotiation, as policies 

specified by one system cannot be understood by another policy system.

Moreover policy validation mechanisms (such as syntax and conventions used to 

represent language) are dependent on methods of policy specification [4]. Also the 

methods of policy representation largely determine the flexibility, extensibility and 

amenability to analysis of a given policy implementation [6]. Therefore, different 

methods of policy representation may have different mechanisms of policy validation, 

which are not interoperable. The IETF has not chosen any definite means of specifying
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policies in its policy models, which therefore also leaves open details of policy validation 

and conflict detection.

Existing solutions (such as PONDER [1], Rei [15] and KAoS [6]) for Policy-Based 

Network Management (PBNM) use their own proprietary languages or other logic for 

specifying policies. Since these methods use different semantics and logics for evaluating 

policies, these solutions are not able to interpret policies specified by other systems and 

hence policy negotiation and merging cannot take place. Moreover, each solution uses its 

own method for policy analysis to implement constraints and detect conflicts among 

defined policies. These methods of policy validation are largely dependent on the 

methods of specifying policies, which is why a policy defined in one system cannot be 

validated by another system. An important aim of this research is to find a way for 

different Policy Based Networks (PBNs) to interact.

Proprietary and Non-Standard

Rule-Based
Standard,
without
Sufficient
Implementat
-ion Detail

Standard for 
sharing and 
exchange of 
data on the 
web

Figure 20: Interoperability problem with different Policy-Based approaches.

5.1.2 Options for Interoperability

The first requirement to achieve interoperability among different Policy-Based Systems is 

to have an ability to communicate or interact with one another. Therefore, the first step 

towards achievement of interoperability, starts with interoperable means of policy
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specification. The first option to achieve interoperability among different domains is to 

have a common policy language for communication, which is not possible due to 

different requirements of various domains of interest and also because of conflict of 

interests among different vendors. Another possible solution is that domains should be 

able to speak and understand languages of the other domains; this is also not possible due 

to the large number of languages and their implementation requirements. The third option 

is that different domains agree on some common aspects of communication with one 

another. This is the minimum requirement for two Policy-Based Systems to have some 

form of interaction. One way of defining common aspects of communication between 

different domains is using an XML [58] schema. Different domains agreeing on a 

common schema can interact with one another.

5.1.3 Policy Specification and XML-Based Policy Languages

The importance of XML has increased due to its role in the exchange of a wide variety of 

data on the web and elsewhere. The text based, platform independent and data sharing 

characteristics of XML can be used in writing policies for networking domains. If 

different XML-based languages agree on some common aspects of their XML-schema, 

they can communicate with each other. In case different domains do not agree on some 

common aspects of their schema, an XSLT [87] can be used to convert schema of one 

language to another language. The Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations 

(XSLT) is a language for transforming XML documents into other XML documents. An 

XSLT acts as translator between two different schemas and converts one schema to 

another with the help of a transformation engine. For example, WSPL and RuleML are 

two different XML-based policy languages, which have their own schema. WSPL 

schema can be converted to RuleML by writing an XSLT file for this particular 

conversion. A transformation engine such as Xalan [88] is required for the conversion of 

WSPL schema to RuleML schema with the help of XSLT file. It is important to note that 

XSLT files are written for each particular conversion between two languages and are not 

general in nature. The person writing an XSLT file must have expertise in the two 

languages for which an XSLT file is being written.
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With the popularity of the semantic web and the standardization of Extensible Markup 

Language (XML) [60] as a standard for sharing and exchange of data on the web, many 

XML-based languages have emerged for defining rules or policies in different domains 

such as security and web services. Two of the important policy languages, Rule Markup 

Language (RuleML) and Web Services Policy Language (WSPL) have been described 

and compared for their features in sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5.

5.1.3.1 Selection of XML-Based Policy Languages

Considering the benefits of use of XML as stated in the previous section, we propose the 

use of XML and XML-based Languages for specifying High-Level Policies. Lollowing 

the discussion from section 5.1.3, we have three main choices for specifying High-Level 

Policies, these are:

• Extensible Markup Language (XML)

• Web Services Policy Language (WSPL)

• Rule Markup Language (RuleML)

Only XML and RuleML were used in our implementations. The reasons for not choosing 

WSPL have been discussed in section 6.2 in the next chapter.

5.2 Rules and Rule Engines

Rule engines and declarative programming allow quick changes to the behavior of the 

system, in a way which is difficult to program in imperative programming languages. A 

program is declarative if it describes what something is like rather than how to create it 

[89], whereas an imperative program requires programmer to specify an algorithm to be 

run. In short, imperative programs make the algorithm explicit and leave the goal 

implicit, while declarative programs make the goal explicit and leave the algorithm 

implicit. What this means to a networking professional is that by specifying High-Level 

Policies in a declarative way using XML-based Policies and using rule engines for
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decision-making, we can also achieve re-usability of rules in other domains to increase 

efficiency and gain more control over Policy-Based Systems.

Symbolic reasoning engines can implement constraints and perform conflict detection 

functions among defined High-Level Policies, but they become important where network 

traffic crosses several domains and requires certain special handing or treatment in each 

domain. This special treatment of traffic is communicated through the exchange of 

policies with other domains and policy negotiation. Reasoning engines act as translators 

and interpreters of policies. For provision of same treatment to network traffic across 

several domains, it is important that every domain should have a consistent understanding 

of policies.

5.2.1 Rule Engines and Chaining

A rule is just a statement with some pre-conditions. If all the conditions are met, the 

statement or assertion is added to the knowledge base or the fact base of the reasoning 

engine. Facts can be removed by clearing the fact-base of an inference engine using 

different commands in different reasoning engines. A fact is an assertion with no 

conditions, therefore a fact is always added to the knowledge base. A set of defined rules 

can be used in two ways: Forward Chained and Backward Chained. The method of 

applying any chaining mechanism depends on what we are trying to do with rules and 

engines.

5.2.2 Backward Chaining

Backward chaining [90] involves a rule set and a list of goals. Backward chaining starts 

with a list of goals and works backward to check if there is any data which will allow it to 

conclude any of these goals. In backward chaining, an inference engine searches the rule 

base to find the rules which have an action clause that matches a desired goal. If the 

matched rule has some data in the conditional part then the goal is concluded, otherwise 

if the conditional statement of the matched rule is not known to be true, then it is added to 

the list of goals and the rule-set is searched against this conditional part as goal till a 

matching rule is found. For example, a rule-base has the following two rules:
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1. IF the user IP address is from subnet 11.0.0.0 THEN user is a “GOLD” user.

2. IF user is a “GOLD” user THEN user bandwidth is 100 kbps.

Now if we want to conclude a goal that bandwidth is 100 kbps, then the rule-base would 

be searched and rule 2 would be selected as action clause of the rule matches with our 

stated goal. But it is not known to be true yet whether the user is “GOLD” user or not, 

therefore goal cannot be concluded. Now the engine would add the IF clause of the rule 2 

to its list of goals and will search this new goal to find out if there is any matching rule 

for this new goal. This time rule 1 would be selected as the THEN clause of rule 1 

matches the new goal. On this occasion, the IF clause of the rule 1 is known to be true, 

therefore the goal “user bandwidth is 100 Kbps” is concluded.

5.2.3 Forward Chaining

In forward chaining, the rule-set is simply run against the current knowledge base, 

allowing it to assert the facts for each rule that has its preconditions satisfied. For 

example, if a new fact is added to the knowledge base and then run against it, if the new 

fact satisfies the preconditions of some rules then the assertion or post condition (which 

may be an action to be executed) of that rule is also added to the knowledge base. For 

example, we add a new fact to the two rules of the rule-base.

3. Andy is GOLD user

If we run this fact against the rule-base, this fact will be matched against the IF clause of 

all the rules in the rule-set but it only matched the conditional part of rule 2 during the 

matching process, therefore the action stated in the rule was executed and the user Andy 

was given a bandwidth of 100 kbps. The knowledge base would contain both the original 

fact as well as the derived facts as shown below:

3. Andy is GOLD user

4. User Andy bandwidth is 100 kbps.
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5.2.4 Forward Chaining for Policy Validation

Selection of the type of chaining mechanism (backward or forward chaining) depends 

upon what we are trying to do and which method suits the application being developed. 

Policy validation needs to implement constraints defined in the conditional part of the 

rules and this conditional part need to be compared against the input, which can only be 

done in forward chaining. Therefore, forward chaining was selected because it could 

fulfill our experimental requirements.

Backward chaining starts with a list of goals and tries to find out the data in the 

conditional part of the rule to conclude any of these goals. The result of Backward 

chaining is a set of conditions whereas our as our goal is to execute an action upon 

satisfaction of conditions to implement constraint. This is why backward chaining was 

rejected. Therefore, all experiments were conducted using forward chaining (see also 

section 5.3.1.1 below).

5.3 Policy Transformation using Rules and Rule Engines

In a Policy-Based Network, High-Level Policies or sets of rules drive network devices in 

order to achieve the desired treatment of network traffic. A number of benefits can be 

achieved in Policy-Based Networks (PBNs) by writing rules or policies in a declarative 

programming language and using a rule engine to make decisions based on defined rules. 

As XML is the standard for data sharing and exchange on the web, policies can be 

communicated to other different domains for policy negotiation and policy merging, to 

achieve interoperability among domains.
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5.3.1 Proposed Solution

We propose the use of a XML-based Policy Language for specifying High-Level Policies 

and rule engines for validating these High-Level Policies. The process of transforming 

High-Level Policies, using rules and reasoning engines is shown in figure 21.

High-Level Policies 
(Set of Rules)

r
XML, RuleML, WSPL and Other

Figure 21: Policy Transformation using Rules and Rule Engines (Validation and Translation).

High-Level Business Policies stating Business Rules of any organization can be specified 

in e.g. XML, RuleML or WSPL. Representing Policies in XML-based languages 

automatically implements syntax validation checks as XML documents are required to
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follow a Data Type Definition (DTD) or schema, and XML documents are validated 

against this DTD or schema. Attribute validation checks, e.g. an IP address is a four-byte 

address, can also be implemented by defining these attributes and their ranges in the 

Schema of the XML document. After validating these checks, rules can be stored in a 

rule-base.

An input to the inference engine is given as facts (in forward chaining), which is stored in 

the fact-base or knowledge base of the inference engine. When a rule engine is run, it 

executes these facts against the rules in the rule-base and returns a value as true or false. 

If a fact satisfies conditions or constraints defined in the rule, the rule is fired and the 

action defined in the rule is taken, and also this fact becomes part of the fact-base as 

shown in the figure 21. This fact-base contains both fired and un-fired facts and may have 

facts that contradict one another.

5.3.1.1 Conflict Detection and Chaining Mechanism
Forward chaining cannot be used directly for implementing conflict detection among the 

defined set of policies because of the nature of the working of rule engines in forward 

chaining. In forward chaining, facts are run against the defined rules, therefore rules 

cannot be executed against each other. That is why an input to the rule engine has to be in 

the form of a fact. As facts are responsible for invoking an action in this method, one 

possible way is to define rules for detecting conflicts among facts and run facts against 

the conflict detection rules. Conflict detection rules define conflict as conditions to be 

satisfied, and in the action part a corrective or conflict resolution mechanism can be 

invoked. Once this process is completed, the process of validation is completed.

Backward chaining starts with a list of goals and tries to find out the data in the 

conditional part of the rule to conclude any of these goals. For example, if we start with a 

goal stating “Preferred communication” and apply backward chaining to the rule set in 

table 6, the reasoning engine would return the following data or conditions:

(User) Engineering, (application) Office Support and (server) e-Commerce
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Users Applications Servers Class of Service
Any Business Critical e-Commerce Precedence

Engineering Office Support e-Commerce Preferred
communication

Any Any CICS Server Preferred
Any Staff Utility Any Default
Any Any Any Best Effort

Table 6: Service Level Policies (SLA) Policies for Verma’s Scenario.

In my opinion, it is very difficult to make use of backward reasoning for detecting 

conflicts among the policies. As backward chaining starts with a stated goal and finds out 

the conditions associated with the matched rule in the rule set. Therefore, output of 

backward reasoning is a set of conditions associated with an input goal. One possibility to 

apply this concept for conflict detection could be to extract conditions for all the rules and 

examine them for uniqueness, assuming that the actions for each set of conditions are 

different. This can be done manually in the case of a small rule base but if the number of 

policies in the rule base is large, another mechanism such as an algorithm must be 

executed to find out that the collected data does not contain the same conditions for two 

different rules. Number of steps and processes involved in conflict detection with 

backward chaining makes it very complicated, slow and difficult to implement in large 

policy bases. Because of these reasons, we propose the use of forward chaining for 

conflict detection among policies.

5.3.1.2 Policy Translation
I have not mentioned any translational step from one form of the policy to another form 

of policy. I have kept this intentionally separate to simplify the process for understanding 

and clarity. A fact is used to define and relate one High-Level element of policy to 

another layer of abstraction, such as user name and an IP address. For example, kamran 

belongs to engineering department. There can be two separate facts in the fact-base 

binding kamran and Engineering to an IP address. The reasoning engine, upon execution, 

can determine that kamran is related 192.168.0.1 IP address and Engineering department 

has an IP address of 10.0.0.0.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the basis of our ideas for transforming High-Level Policies 

using Rules and Rule Engines. We proposed the use of XML and XML-based policy 

languages for specifying High-Level Policies and the use of Rule Engines for decision 

making during validation, conflict detection and translation processes.

Our proposed solution complements our standards-based architecture described in chapter 

4 and addresses the limitations of the IETF work in the policy specification and 

validation. This chapter detailed our ideas about concrete implementation of policy 

validation and conflict detection processes using rules and rule engines. In the next 

chapter 6, we have implemented our proposed solution and it describes our research 

approach, languages and reasoning engines used in the implementation and the results of 

our implementation for policy validation and conflict using rules and rule engines.
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Policy Validation using Rules and Reasoning 

Engines: Implementation

This chapter is about proving the concept of working with High-Level Policies using 

XML and rule engines, comparing current solutions, and investigating both 

implementation problems and, more importantly, problems inherent to this approach. 

Chapter starts with the research approach taken and describes the selection criteria for 

choosing policy languages and reasoning engines used in the implementations. The core 

of the chapter contains our implementation objectives, experimental design, experimental 

procedures, rule engine file formats and results. Remaining of the chapter describes 

overall conclusions and discusses achievement of our implementation objectives in the 

light of results obtained during implementations.

6.1 Research Approach

The motive behind specifying High-Level Policies in an XML-based Language and using 

rule engines to validate these policies is to achieve interoperability among different 

Policy-Based Systems. If we are able to demonstrate that validation and conflict detection 

processes can be performed on policies specified in XML, using different rule engines 

and the results obtained are similar, we can conclude that interoperability can be achieved 

among different XML Policy-Based Systems. The relationship between various XML- 

based languages and rule engines is shown in Figure 22.
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WSPL
EnginejDREWXITE

WSPLRuleMLXML

Schema/DTD

Same Results

Figure 22: Relationship between XML-based languages and rule engines used in implementations to 
demonstrate our proposed solution for achievement of interoperability between different XML-based 
languages.

The meaning of interoperability among different Policy-Based Systems is the ability to 

interact with one another, negotiate different parameters and exchange policies. 

Moreover, interoperability also includes the ability to validate policies specified in one 

system by another system, implementing the same constraints as imposed by the first 

system to achieve the same treatment of traffic.

As discussed in chapter 5, the first requirement for different Policy-Based Systems to be 

interoperable is to have the ability to communicate with one another for processes such as 

policy exchange, negotiation and merging. We proposed the use of XML-based policy 

languages to achieve this level of interoperability among different Policy-Based Systems. 

Such Systems can communicate with one another provided their policy specification 

agrees to follow a common schema. Policy negotiation involves exchange of different 

parameters. For example, Service Level Agreement (SLA) may involve exchange of data 

for different parameters such as bandwidth, type of traffic and time of the day.
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6.2 Selection of XML-Based Languages

Rule engines are not generic in nature and are designed to work with certain languages 

and accept information in certain formats. Therefore, every rule engine cannot be used 

with every language. In section 5.1.3, we investigated the use of three languages: XML, 

RuleML and WSPL, for specifying High-Level Policies to achieve interoperability 

among different Policy-Based Systems. Out of the three proposed languages, only two 

languages can be used in our implementations: XML and RuleML. Web Services Policy 

Language (WSPL) is not considered for implementations based on the following reasons:

• WSPL has its own rule engine and can work with WSPL only. It is not 

independent of the rule engine being used like RuleML, therefore policies 

specified in WSPL cannot be used directly by another reasoning engine for 

implementing constraints and detecting conflicts.

• WSPL policies can be converted into another format for working with non-WSPL 

rule engines using an XSLT [87] as explained in section 5.1.3. The Extensible 

Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) acts as translator between two 

different schemas and converts one schema to another with the help of a 

transformation engine such as Xalan. We did not continue with WSPL because we 

were already using this concept of conversion from one format to another using an 

XSLT in our implementations. As we converted RuleML policies to JESS input 

format using an XSLT and Xalan transformation engine. Moreover, we were 

already using RuleML, an XML-based policy language for specifying High-Level 

Policies.

Therefore, we chose to concentrate on RuleML and XML and rule engines which can use 

RuleML or XML directly. RuleML was preferred for writing policies because of the 

active participation of the RuleML initiative at different industrial forums and its 

significant contribution towards realization of semantic web in terms of rule languages. 

An important reason to choose RuleML is that it is an XML-based policy language
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specifically designed to express rules for rule engines. Moreover, RuleML is independent 

of the rule engine used for evaluation of policies and allows for the exchange of rules 

between different rule engines to achieve interoperability among different systems. A 

detailed description of RuleML is given in section 3.1.4.

6.3 Choice of Rule Engines

As mentioned in previous sections, rule engines are not general in nature and accept 

inputs and rule-base in different formats, therefore the choice of rule engines for our 

experiments was dependent on the two selected policy languages: Rule Markup Language 

(RuleML) and XML. We needed to find and work with those rule engines which were 

able to accept XML and RuleML as input for making decision.

Our investigation of rule engines resulted in a list of rule engines which is given in table 2 

in section 3.2.5. From all of these rule engines, three were chosen based on their ability to 

work with XML and RuleML and their significance in the industry. The three selected 

rule engines (see figure 23) are:

• XITE: The XML Intelligent Transform Engine (XML).

• JESS: Java Expert System Shell (RuleML).

• jDREW: A Java Deductive Reasoning Engine for the Web (RuleML).

IBM’s Agent Building and Learning Environment (ABLE) [91] engine was not 

considered based on the results of a study carried out by Suzette Stoutenburg [57]. The 

aim of her study was to check the interoperability of RuleML with different engines and 

ABLE was one of the engines used in the study. The results of the study showed that a set 

of rules in RuleML does not execute in ABLE because RuleML is not properly translated 

to ABLE. The main reason for incompatibility between RuleML and ABLE is that ABLE 

depends on the frequent use of XML attributes whereas RuleML does not use attributes. 

Moreover, it is a requirement in ABLE that all variables be declared at the start whereas 

in case of RuleML there is no concept of variable declaration. Other factors in selection
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of the above three reasoning engines include their availability and their significant 

industrial contribution. Short description of each of the three reasoning engines chosen: 

XITE, JESS and jDREW is given in the next section. Figure 23 describes general 

working of rule engines using forward chaining.

OUTPUT as XML doc

Fig 23a

Fig 23b

Figure 23: Different input and Rule-base formats for the three Reasoning Engines: XITE, jDREW 
and JESS.
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An input is given in the form of facts and rule engine executes input against the rules in 

the rule-base to make decision and generate an output. Input, output and rule-base 

formats for the three reasoning engines are given in figure 23. Note that JESS does not 

accept RuleML as input. JESS takes CLIPS file as input. Facts and Rule-base written in 

RuleML are converted to CLIPS format to make it workable with JESS. Moreover, the 

output from JESS and jDREW rule engines is in the form of an updated fact-base 

whereas XITE produces an output XML document.

This difference in input/output formats is because of the purpose for which these rule 

engines were designed originally and the way they operate. XITE acts as XSLT (The 

Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations) language for transforming one XML 

documents into another XML document by adding, changing and deleting XML tags and 

attributes in the XML document. JESS and jDREW accept inputs as facts and if facts 

satisfy the conditions specified in the rules, a rule is fired and an action is executed 

associated with the fired rule. Because a fact is an assertion with no conditions, therefore 

a fact is always added to the knowledge base of the rule engine.

Coincidently, all these engines are Java based. The main reason for building rule engines 

in Java are the benefits offered by Java itself. Java is platform independent, widely 

deployed and easy to integrate with applications. In addition, the rule bases for both JESS 

and XITE engines, are written in the scripting language JESS.

6.3.1 XITE: The XML Intelligent Transform Engine

XITE takes an XML document input, executes this input against a rule-base and 

generates an output XML document, as shown in figure 23a. XML tags, attributes and 

content can be added, deleted or changed during the transformation process. XITE [17] is 

a Java API for transforming XML content using a rule-base programmed in the Java 

Expert System Shell (JESS) language. JESS is a scripting environment as well as a 

reasoning engine. The input is an XML file (parameterized as a 

Javax.XML.transform.Source) and it is transformed into XML output (parameterized as a
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Javax.XML.transform.Result). Transformation includes changing text content, addition 

and deletion of XML tags and attributes.

6.3.2 JESS: Java Expert System Shell

JESS (Java Expert System Shell) is an open source and widely used rule engine in 

industry. JESS is both a rule engine and a scripting environment written entirely in Java 

by Ernest Friedman-Hill [92]. Originally inspired by CLIPS [93], JESS has grown into a 

complete, distinct, dynamic environment of its own. It takes a CLIPS file document as 

input, executes this input against a rule-base (also in the CLIPS format) and updates its 

knowledge base with inferred facts as an output, as shown in figure 23b. JESS supports 

both Forward and Backward chaining (see section 6.5.2). Backward chaining is invoked 

by declaring that certain fact templates will be using the do-backward-chaining function.

Both rules and inputs in RuleML were converted to CLIPS format to make them 

workable with JESS. The process of conversion involves the use of an XSLT and a 

transformation engine as shown in figure 24.

Xalan
Engin TRANSFORMATION

High-Level Policies + Facts 
(inputs) in RuleML 0.8

XSLT file for 
RuleML(0.8) to CLIPS 

Transformation

High-Level Policies + Facts 
(inputs) in CLIPS
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An XSLT (extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation) file is exclusively written for 

a particular conversion and cannot be used in conversions except for the formats for 

which it was designed. For example, an XSLT file for converting RuleML to CLIPS was 

written by Mr. Said Tabet [94] of the RuleML initiative. This file cannot be used to 

convert our XML policies and rules to CLIPS as it was written for RuleML to CLIPS 

conversion.

RuleML has many versions after 0.8 but the reason to use this particular version is that 

the XSLT file required to transform RuleML into the CLIPS format was available for this 

particular version of RuleML. The transformation engine (see figure 24) used during 

RuleML to CLIPS conversion was Xalan [88] version 2.6.

JESS versions 7.0a6 was used in our implementations to reason over the loaded rules 

against facts. JESS can be used to build software in Java with the capacity to reason, 

using knowledge supplied in the form of declarative rules. It is small, light, and one of the 

fastest rule engines available [92]. JESS is a programmer's library, with the library itself 

written in Java. The library serves as an interpreter for the JESS scripting language, 

which is very similar to the language defined by the CLIPS expert system shell, which in 

turn is a highly specialized form of Lisp [95].

6.3.3 jDREW: A Java Deductive Reasoning Engine for the Web

A Java Deductive Reasoning Engine for the Web (jDREW) [61] is a powerful deductive 

reasoning engine for first order logic. JDREW is also written in Java and it can be easily 

integrated with web applications. Declarative knowledge based systems can use jDREW 

for reasoning and it can be deployed on servers or on a client as part of a large Java 

implementation. Currently, it supports Prolog and RuleML formats as its input.

An advantage of jDREW is that it accepts RuleML as direct input for reasoning without 

the need for any translation (see figure 23c). This means policies written in RuleML can 

be fed directly to the engine for processing.
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6.3.4 Summary (section 6.3)

In section 6.3, we described the reasons for choosing three rule engines: XITE, JESS and 

jDREW respectively. A comparison of the three reasoning engines is given in table 6.

XITE JESS jDREW

Java-based Java-based Java-based
Input in form of an XML 
document

Input in CLIPS format as .clp 
file. Can be translated from 
RuleML (version 0.8)

Accepts RuleML format 
directly without any translation

Transforms the XML 
content based on the rules 
defined in rule base

Makes decision upon a given 
input based on rules in rule- 
base

Makes decision upon a given 
input based on rules in rule- 
base

Supports forward 
reasoning

Supports forward and 
backward reasoning

Supports forward reasoning, 
backward reasoning is in 
experimental stage

Rule base in CLIPS as 
.clp file

Rule base in CLIPS as .clp 
file, can be translated from 
RuleML (v 0.8)

Rule base in RuleML

No knowledge-base, 
direct conversion of XML 
docs.

Output is knowledge-base 
(input + inferred facts)

Output is knowledge-base 
(input + inferred facts)

Table 6: Comparison of XITE, JESS and jDREW Engines

6.4 Experimental Design, Procedure and Objectives

The objectives of our implementation for the policy transformation process using 

reasoning engines and rules are:

1. To investigate the feasibility, issues and problems related to use of XML-based 

languages and rule engines for transformation of High-Level Policies to Low- 

Level Policies.

2. To investigate the possibility of conflict detection and resolution among defined 

policies using rule engines and rules (Policies).

3. To investigate the requirements for interoperable operation of different rule-based 

or Policy-Based Systems.
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4. To determine how our idea of using policies (set of rules) and rule engines fits 

into our proposed architecture.

5. To find out whether is it a better choice to employ reasoning engines as compared 
to other solutions.

6.4.1 Experimental Design

We designed some experiments to test our proposed solution, based on Verma’s Scenario 

shown in figure 25 [4], In this hypothetical scenario, users from three subnets: research, 

accounting and engineering are allocated different classes of service based on application 

and server they access. Different applications have been categorized into three 

application groups based on different levels of importance as given below:

Business Critical Applications, 
Office Support Applications, 
Staff Utility Applications,

DLSW, Enterprise Extender 
Mail server 
Video Charger

12.0.0.3Research
9.0.0.0/16 Server Site 

12.0.0.0/1612.0.0.2
12.0.0.4

8.0.0.49.0.0.2

Core Network 
8.0.0.0/16.0.0.3

8.0.0.1

10.0.0.2

Accounting 
10 0 0.0/16

Engineering
11.0.0.0/16

CICS

Router 3

Router 4

Router 2

Router 1

eCommerce

Figure 25: Verma’s Scenario for the implementation of High-Level Policies to meet Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) in a hypothetical organization.
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In effect, a Service Level Agreement (SLA) was created to implement the High-Level 

Policies given in table 7. These High-Level Policies state the conditions for providing a 

particular class of service to users. In a real-life situation a SLA would be drawn up to 

regulate service provision, however, in this case, the SLA carries no penalties.

Users Applications Servers Class of Service

Any Business Critical e-Commerce Precedence
Engineering Office Support e-Commerce Preferred

Any Any CICS Server Preferred
Any Staff Utility Any Default
Any Any Any Best Effort

Table 7: High-Level Policies for providing a particular class of service to satisfy Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) in Verma’s Scenario.

Every XML document conforms to a particular schema and is validated against that 

schema. Using XML, the validation checks such as syntax, attribute, inter attribute 

(attribute which is dependent on other attribute for its validation such as subnet mask, 

which is dependent on IP address) and data type of any field can be implemented by 

defining these checks in the schema of the document (this is an advantage of XML in that 

policy validation stage I is automatically implemented as part of the XML design process, 

see figure 15, section 4.2). The XML code for this hypothetical scenario and the High- 

Level Policies to be implemented based on this scenario is attached as appendix 1, 

whereas appendix 2 contains the XML schema for this scenario (i.e. the schema of 

appendix 2 allows the scenario of appendix 1 to be tested for syntax errors).

Our intention by coding Verma’s policies in XML was to use them in experiments with 

XITE rule engine as well as to demonstrate how constraint validation steps can be 

implemented using XML schema, but experiments conducted with XITE rule engine use 

different attributes of Verma’s High-Level Policies given in table 7. XITE policies are 

based on Verma’s scenario but use different attributes. For example, we have used 

application port instead of application name in XITE experiments.
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XITE rule base requires rules in JESS scripting language. We followed JESS 

documentation to code policies used in XITE experiments. We defined a High-Level 

Policy in JESS for demonstration of our concepts stated in our proposed solution. The 

policy stated that if incoming traffic matches all of the conditional parameters (username, 

application port and target server) given in table 8, add a new tag called “service” with an 

attribute “GOLD” representing class of service. JESS code for this High-Level Policy 

used in XITE rule base is given in appendix 3.

User Name Application
Port

Target Server Service Type

Research 265 12.0.0.3 Gold
Research 300 12.0.0.3 Gold

Accounting 11 12.0.0.3 Gold
Engineering 11 12.0.0.3 Gold
Engineering 11 12.0.0.4 Gold

Table 8: XITE Policy-Base used in three variables experiments.

It is important to understand the difference between XITE and JESS rule bases used in 

our experiments to avoid any confusion. Both are in JESS language but the difference is 

that I wrote rules in JESS scripting language for XITE rule base whereas in case of JESS 

rule engine, RuleML rules were converted to JESS format using an XSLT and Xalan 

engine as described in section 6.3.2 (figure 24).

Two types of experiments were conducted for Validation of High-Level Policies, based 

on three conditional variables and two conditional variables. The three conditional 

parameters (or variables) to be tested for each class of service by the reasoning engine 

are:

• User (an Engineering, or any user).

• Application (a Business Critical, Office Support, Staff Utility or Any application).

• Target Server (the e-Commerce, CICS or Any server).

Two conditional experiments were not part of the original design but we had to conduct 

them for verification and confirmation of unexpected results obtained during three
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variable experiments with JESS and jDREW. As XITE worked fine and gave expected 

results, therefore XITE results for two variables experiments have not been discussed in 

section 6.6. The two conditional parameters tested for each class of service by the 

reasoning engine are:

• User (an Engineering, or any user)/Application (a Business Critical, Office Support, 

Staff Utility or Any application).

• Server (e-commerce, CICS server).

We conducted separate experiments for demonstration of constraint implementation and 

for demonstrating conflict detection among defined policies using rules and rule engines. 

Conflict detection using rules and rule engines has been discussed in section 6.7 of this 

chapter.

6.4.2 Experimental Procedure and Files

The general procedure for conducting experiments involved writing the High-Level 

Policies in the required file format to form a rule-base and employing three rule engines 

to execute these rules against given inputs in the form of facts ( as we are using forward 

chaining). After execution of facts against their rule-bases to make decisions, JESS and 

jDREW would update their fact-bases whereas XITE output is an XML document with 

some addition, deletion or change in attributes or tags. A number of conversions were 

involved in carrying out these experiments due to the different input formats and different 

requirements of the reasoning engines, as outlined in section 6.3 and summarized in 

figure 23.

Policies from Verma’s scenario were used in experiments with JESS and jDREW rule 

engines. Verma’s policies were also used as rule base for XITE rule engine but with 

minor differences in attributes of policies as given in table 8. XITE policies follow a 

different schema than Verma’s policies schema given in appendix 2. I have coded 

Verma’s policies in JESS scripting language to be used as XITE rule base. Inputs to 

XITE rule engine can be the XML documents following the schema given in appendix 2.
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XITE rule-base in JESS scripting language used in three variables experiments is given in 

appendix 3.

jDREW uses RuleML in its rule base. I wrote Verma’s policies in RuleML (version 0.8) 

following the examples given at RuleML website [16]. These RuleML policies conform 

to RuleML DTD (Data Type Definition) located at [96]. This RuleML DTD is different 

from the XML schema given in appendix 2, that is, the schema for Verma’s scenario, 

whilst this is the DTD (earlier equivalent to schema) for RuleML itself. jDREW rule-base 

and facts used as inputs for three and two variables experiments is given in appendix 5.

As JESS rule base is in CLIPS format, therefore RuleML policies of appendix 5 were 

converted to CLIPS using an XSLT and Xalan transformation engine, as described earlier 

in section 6.3.2 (figure 24). In other words, appendix 5 was converted to appendix 4 using 

an XSLT and Xalan engine.

Two rule engines JESS and jDREW were tested with the same inputs whereas inputs in 

case of XITE rule engine were different. Inputs to JESS and jDREW engines were given 

in the form of facts. Some examples of the facts from Verma’s scenario are:

• Enterprise-extender is a business-critical application.

• Mail-server is an office-support service.

• Video-server is a staff-utility.

During our experiments, we related some names such as Andy, Rana and Kamran to 

different groups of users and applications in Verma’s scenario in order to observe the 

working of rule engines. These names are not part of Verma’s original scenario and are 

an addition to it for testing the working of rule engines.

Input to XITE rule engines is an XML document which conforms to an XML schema. 

XMLspy [97] was used to edit the input files and for checking XML schema. The inputs
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used in the XITE experiments are designed to satisfy the conditions stated in the XITE 

rule base to fire rules in order to check the working of XITE rule engine.

6.5 Three Variables Experiments

6.5.1 XITE and XML

XITE experiments with three conditional variables were carried out using policies in 

table 8 given in section 6.4.1. As XITE rule base is in JESS scripting language, therefore 

JESS code for these policies is attached as appendix 3 whereas the inputs given as XML 

documents to carry out tests with XITE are shown in results section.

6.5.1.1 Results
We carried out tests with different values of the three conditional parameters: username, 

application port and target server, to see if the XITE engine was implementing the 

constraint defined in the policy-base. Results obtained from XITE tests showed expected 

behavior and allocated “GOLD” class of service to eligible users upon meeting 

conditions specified in the XITE rule base as shown in table 9 and 10.

INPUT TEST1 OUPUT TEST1
<?xml version="1.0n encoding="UTF-8"?><?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<users>
<user>

<name>research</name>
<port>265</port>
<server>l 2.0.0.3</server>

</user>
<user>

<name>engineering</name>
<port> 11 </port>
<server>l 2.0.0.3</server>

</user>
<user>

<name>accounting</name>
<port>300</port>
<server> 12.0.0.4</server>

</user>
</users>

<users>
<user>
<name>research</name> 
<port>265</port>
<server> 12.0.0.3</server>

<service>GOLD</service>
</user>

<user>
<name>engineering</name> 

<port>l l</port> 
<server>12.0.0.3</server>

<service>GOLD</service></user>
<user>

<name>accounting</name>
<port>300</port>
<server> 12.0.0.4</server>

</user>
</users>

INPUT TEST 2 OUPUT TEST 2
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<?xml version^" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<users>

<user>
<name>research</name>
<port>260</port>
<server>l 2.0.0.3</server>

</user>
<user>

<name>engineering</name>
<port>10</port>
<server> 12.0.0.3</server>

</user>
<user>

<name>accounting</name>
<port>l l</port>
<server> 12.0.0.4</server>

</user>
</users>

<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<users>

<user>
<name>research</name>
<port>260</port>
<server>12.0.0.3</server>

</user>
<user>

<name>engineering</name>
<port> 10</port> 
<server>12.0.0.3</server>

</user>
<user>

<name>accounting</name>
<port>l l</port>
<server> 12.0.0.4</server>

</user>
</users>

Table 9: XITE results for tests 1 and 2 with three variable experiments.

In test 1, users engineering and research were allocated “GOLD” service as these two 

users met conditions specified in table 8 whereas accounting was not allocated any 

service because server value given in the input did not matched the server value specified 

in the rule base. In test 2, no user was allocated service “GOLD” because all of them 

failed to meet conditions specified in the rule base of table 8. Research and engineering 

users were denied “GOLD” service as their port numbers did not match whereas in case 

of accounting user input server value was different to that of specified in rule base as 

shown in table 9.

Similarly, in test 3, server values did not match the rule base and users engineering and 

accounting were not allocated any service “GOLD” and only research user was allocated 

“GOLD” service as shown in table 10. In test 4, we changed the user name to finance, 

which does not exist in rule base. Upon execution of rules against input, user finance was 

denied any “GOLD” service enforcing rules in the XITE rule base. In above tests we 

changed values of all the three conditional parameters and XITE made all the right 

decisions demonstrating correct operation as per defined rules in the rule base. From the 

above results, we can conclude that XITE lite is suitable as a rule engine for 

implementing constraints in High-Level policies written in XML, based on the rules 

defined in its rule base.
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INPUT TEST 3 OUPUT TEST 3
<?xml version^" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> xml version^" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<users> <users>

<user> <user>
<name>research</name> <name>research</name>
<port>265</port> <port>265</port>
<server>l 2.0.0.3</server> <server>12.0.0.3</server>

</user> <service>GOLD</service></user>
<user> <user>

<name>engineering</name> <name>engineering</narne>
<port> 11 </port> <port>l l</port>
<server>l 2.0.0.9</server> <server> 12.0.0.9</server>

</user> </user>
<user> <user>

<name>accounting</name> <name>accounting</name>
<port>l l</port> <port> 11 </port>
<server>l 2.0.0.5</server> <server> 12.0.0.5</server>

</user> </user>
</users> </users>

INPUT TEST 4 OUPUT TEST 4
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <?xml version^" F0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<users> <users>

<user> <user>
<name>research</name> <name>research</name>
<port>265</port> <port>265</port>
<server>12.0.0.3</server> <server> 12.0.0.3</server>

</user> <service>GOLD</service></user>
<user> <user>

<name>finance</name> <name>finance</name>
<port>l J</port> <port>l l</port>
<server>l 2.0.0.3</server> <server> 12.0.0.3</server>

</user> </user>
<user> <user>

<name>accounting</name> <name>accounting</name>
<port>l l</port> <port>l l</port>
<server> 12.0.0.3</server> <server>12.0.0.3</server>

</user> <service>GOLD</service></user>
</users> </users>

Table 10: XITE results for tests 3 and 4 with three variable experiments.

6.5.2 JESS and RuleML

JESS and RuleML experiments were conducted using Verma’s policies given in table 7. 

As JESS rule base and inputs are in CLIPS (.clp files) format, therefore policies and facts 

in RuleML were converted to CLIPS format using an XSLT and Xalan engine as shown 

in figure 24 and explained in section 6.3.2. JESS code for Verma’s High Level Policies 

and inputs as facts is given in appendix 4 (In other words, appendix 4 is derived from the 

RuleML of appendix 5).
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6.5.2.1 Results
We conducted experiments by increasing the number of facts as input to observe the 

behavior of JESS and the validation process itself. For example, we added a user named 

“Rana” to Verma’s scenario by relating “Rana” with three conditional parameters: 

application, server and user, achieved by adding three different facts f-4, f-5 and f-6 as 

shown in table 11.

JESS> (facts)
f-0 (MAIN::business-critical dlsw)
f-1 (MAIN::business-critical enterprise-extender)
f-2 (MAIN:'.office-support mail-server)
f-3 (MAIN:: staff-utility video-server)
f-4 (MAIN: :business-critical Rana)
f-5 (MAIN::e-commerce Rana)
f-6 (MAIN::any Rana)
f-7 (MAIN::service Rana Rana Rana "best-effort") 
f-8 (MAIN::service Rana video-server Rana ’’default”)
f-9 (MAIN::service Rana Rana Rana "precedence")
f-10 (MAIN::service Rana enterprise-extender Rana "precedence")
f-11 (MAIN::service Rana dlsw Rana "precedence")
For a total of 12 facts in module MAIN._________________________

Table 11: JESS knowledge base after execution of facts against the JESS rule base.

Analysis of the results revealed unexpected outcomes. According to Verma’s policies 

(table 7), user Rana is supposed to get two types of services: best-effort and precedence, 

but output in the table 11 shows that user Rana is also getting a service class called 

“default” (f-8) whereas this user is not related to any of the staff utility applications input 

in the form of facts. Table 11 also confirms the working of JESS based on forward 

chaining in which facts are updated after execution of facts against rules in the rule base. 

Table 11 shows both original as well as inferred facts. The facts added after execution 

are numbered from f-7 to f-11 in table 11. It was also found that JESS is case-sensitive 

and treats user “kamran” and “Kamran” as two different users, and JESS does not accept 

multiple same facts in its fact base.

6.5.2.2 Problem Analysis
Investigation revealed that JESS is just replacing the values in the declared variables with 

conditional parameters and when all the three values are found it fires the rule. As
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mentioned above, the three conditional parameters to be checked are user, application and 

server. For a rule to be fired, the three values for each of these parameters must match the 

values mentioned in the rule. For example, in f-8, user Rana has been allocated “Default” 

class of service, which is wrong because user Rana is just related to business-critical 

applications and e-commerce server only. Whereas in order to get “Default” class of 

service, user Rana must be related to any of the staff utility applications, which we have 

done not in this experiment. JESS picked the value of staff utility application from f-3 

and fired the rule allocating “Default” class of service to user Rana. That is the constraint 

of having three distinct and specific values for each rule is not being implemented. It 

means the <and> operator of RuleML, which integrates the three conditional parameters 

is not working in JESS. From our experiments with XML policies and XITE rule engine, 

we know that “and” operator works for implementing three variables constraints. 

Therefore, either it is a problem of translation from RuleML to JESS input format which 

is CLIPS, or “and” operator has different meanings in RuleML and JESS.

In order to find the problem we compared the code for both in XITE rule base and the 

JESS rule base generated by translating RuleML using an XSLT and Xalan 

transformation engine. The lines which implement checking of the three distinct 

conditional variables in both engines XITE and JESS are given below:

CLIPS code and syntax of “and” operator in XITE rule base RuleML code after
Transformation to CLIPS

(test (and (= ?portinput ?port) (=(str-compare ?name ?nameinput)0) 
(=(str-compare ?serverinput ?server)0)))

(assert
(service ?user ?application ?server 
"precedence")
)

The above code shows that there is no “and” operator in CLIPS translation of RuleML 

whereas when we coded the rules for XITE, we made use of and operator. Moreover, 

syntax required for comparing two different parameters in CLIPS is not present in the 

translated version of RuleML. In short, translation of RuleML is not comprehensive 

enough to test the three distinct values of conditions specified in a particular rule, which 

is why JESS fires a rule when it gets the values of three variables for a rule.
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6.5.3 JDREW and RuleML

Verma’s High-Level Policies from table 7 were used in experiments with jDREW and 

RuleML. The only difference between JESS and jDREW policies is the translational step, 

which is required to convert RuleML to JESS input format as JESS does not accept input 

as RuleML whereas jDREW does. RuleML coding of the Verma’s High-Level Policies 

(table 7) and facts used as inputs is given in appendix 5.

6.5.3.1 Results
We carried out many tests with jDREW rule engine. We started with a single user as 

input and added multiple users by adding more facts. Unexpected results were obtained 

with both single and multiple user tests and jDREW rule engine allocated wrong class of 

service to different users. For example, in one of the tests we related a user “Rana” with 

two applications email (office support application) and dlsw (business-critical 

application) and e-commerce server. According to policies in table 7, user “Rana” should 

be given “precedence” service for dlsw application only, but jDREW engine also 

allocated a “precedence” service type for application enterprise-extender as well as a 

“default” service for video-server, which is wrong as user “Rana” is not related to 

enterprise-extender application. Moreover, user Rana is also not related to staff utility 

application video-server as shown in table 12.

All Known Facts 
1: dlsw('Rana').
2: 'office-supporf('e-mair).
3: any('Rana').
4: 'e-commerce'('Rana').
5: 'business-critical'Oenterprise-extender').
6: 'business-criticar(dlsw).
7: service('Rana','video-server','Rana','’default”).
8: service('Rana','enterprise-extender','Rana',"precedence”). 
9: service('Rana',dlsw,'Rana',"precedence”).
10: 'staff-utility'('video-server').

C:\jDREWl. 1>________________________________
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In the next test, we added another user named “Andy” and related this user to email and 

CICS server by adding three separate facts given in line 1,2 and 6 of the table 13. 

According to policies of table 7, Andy should be allocated “server-preferred” class of 

service as it is accessing CICS server for any application, but upon execution of rules 

against facts many rules were fired as shown by the increase in number of facts from 10 

to 20 as shown in table 13.

All Known Facts 
1: email('Andy').
2: 'CICS'(Andy').
3: dlsw('Rana').
4: 'staff-utility'('video-server').
5: 'office-supporf('e-mair).
6: any('Andy').
7: any(’Rana').
8: 'e-commerce'('Rana').
9: 'business-critical'Centerprise-extender').
10: 'business-criticar(dlsw).
11: service(Andy','video-server','Andy',"default").
12: service('Andy','video-server','Rana',"default").
13: service('Andy','enterprise-extender','Rana',"precedence"). 
14: service('Andy',dlsw,'Rana',"precedence").
15: service('Rana','Andy','Rana',"’best-effort"').
16: service('Rana','Rana','Andy',"'best-effort'").
17: service('Rana','video-server','Andy',"default").
18: service('Rana','video-server','Rana',"default").
19: service('Rana’,'enterprise-extender','Rana',"precedence"). 
20: service('Rana',dlsw,'Rana',"precedence").

C:\jDREW 1 .!>_____________________________________

Table 13: jDREW behavior with three variables experiments.

6.5.3.2 Problem Analysis
Investigation revealed that jDREW is just replacing the values of the conditional 

parameters defined in the rules with the values given as facts and when all the three 

values are found in the facts it fires the rule. This behavior is same as JESS and the 

constraint of having three specific values for each rule is not being implemented. This 

means the <and> operator of RuleML, which integrates the three conditional parameters 

is not working.
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Upon research of the literature and going through the RuleML website it was found that 

RuleML treats mathematical operators such as “<” (less than) and “>” (greater than) as 

symbols and not as mathematical operator [57] and in our case the ‘‘and” function which 

is used to bind three different conditions in a rule is also being treated as symbol and not 

as mathematical operator.

From the above discussion we conclude that the cause of our un-expected results with 

JESS and jDREW three variables experiments is the “and” operator which has different 

meanings in RuleML and JESS. The “and” function is used to bind multiple conditions in 

JESS and works fine as shown by the results of our XITE experiments. The un-expected 

results with JESS rule engine are result of the improper translation of RuleML to JESS 

input format whereas the cause of wrong results in jDREW is the RuleML treatment of 

“and” operator as symbol and not as mathematical operator.

6.5.4 Conclusions (three variable experiments)

Implementation of High-Level Policies (table 7) with three variables using JESS and 

jDREW rule engines showed unexpected results and strange behavior whereas XITE 

demonstrated accurate behavior and correct operation by implementing the constraints 

defined in the rules. Our initial investigation found that it is due to the “and” operator of 

the RuleML which is treated differently in JESS and RuleML and has different meanings 

in both and RuleML and JESS. In order to validate our findings that “and” operator is 

causing problems we designed and conducted two variable experiments discussed in 

section 6.6.

We also observed some differences in operations between jDREW and JESS rule 

engines. JDREW allows same facts to be loaded many times into its fact-base whereas 

JESS does not load same facts more than once. If more than one attributes are described 

in one fact and that particular fact is loaded to jDREW, it only picks up the first attribute 

and ignores the remaining attributes, etc. Moreover, numbering of facts starts from zero 

in JESS whereas it starts from one in case of jDREW.
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6.6 Two Variables Experiments

Two variable experiments with JESS and RuleML were conducted using Verma’s 

policies from table 7. As mentioned before, two variables experiment were not part of the 

original design and we had to conduct these experiments in order to verify the problems 

with “and” operator that resulted in unexpected outcome during three variables 

experiments with JESS and jDREW rule engines. Therefore, we are going to discuss the 

results of JESS and jDREW rule engines only in this section.

6.6.1 JESS and RuleML

During two variables experiments same set of policies and inputs (as facts) were used 

with both JESS and jDREW rule engines. The only difference was the input format. 

Rules and facts in RuleML were converted to JESS input format using Xalan 

transformation engine and an XSLT. JESS representation of the Verma’s two variables 

policies (table 7) and the facts used as inputs during two variables tests is given in 

appendix 4.

6.6.1.1 Results
All the results obtained with two variables experiments were unexpected as was the case 

with three variables JESS experiments. For example, we loaded fourteen facts into JESS 

fact base represented by lines f-0 to f-13 in table 14. Upon execution of rules against 

these facts, 10 rules were fired and the JESS knowledge base was updated by increasing 

the number of facts from 14 to 24 as shown in table 14.

JESS allocated wrong class of service to different user. For example, user Rana is related 

to an email application and two servers: CICS and e-commerce through facts f-4, f-12 

and f-13. According to policies of table 7, user Rana should be given “precedence” 

service if it uses a business-critical application on the e-commerce server but JESS has 

allocated user “Rana” with precedence class of service with both dlsw and enterprise- 

extender applications whereas user is not related to these two applications in any way. 

Similarly, other rules have been fired incorrectly in table 8 because of the translational
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problem from RuleML to JESS and the meanings of “and” operator in both rule engines 

as discussed in section 6.5.2 and 6.5.3. Similarly, we carried out many other tests using 

different inputs to make sure our findings are correct.

Jess> (run)
10
Jess> (facts)
f-0 (MAIN::business-critical dlsw)
f-1 (MAIN: :business-critical enterprise-extender)
f-2 (MAIN::office-support email)
f-3 (MAIN::staff-utility video)
f-4 (MAIN::cics Rana)
f-5 (MAIN::email kamran)
f-6 (MAIN: engineering kamran)
f-7 (MAIN::dlsw kamran)
f-8 (MAIN::e-commerce kamran)
f-9 (MAIN: enterprise-extender Andy)
f-10 (MAIN::cics Andy)
f-11 (MAIN:: e-commerce Andy)
f-12 (MAIN: email Rana)
f-13 (MAIN: e-commerce Rana)
f-14 (MAIN:service enterprise-extender Rana "precedence")
f-15 (MAIN::service dlsw Rana "precedence")
f-16 (MAIN::service enterprise-extender Andy "precedence")
f-17 (MAIN:.'service dlsw Andy "precedence")
f-18 (MAIN:service Andy "server-preferred")
f-19 (MAIN::service enterprise-extender kamran "precedence")
f-20 (MAIN::service dlsw kamran "precedence")
f-21 (MAIN::service kamran email "preferred")
f-22 (MAIN“service Rana "server-preferred")
f-23 (MAIN::service video "default")
For a total of 24 facts in module MAIN.

Jess>
Table 14: JESS trace for results with two variables experiments.

6.6.2 jDREW and RuleML

Rule base and input facts used with jDREW rule engine were the same as used in two 

variables experiments with JESS. As jDREW accepts rules and inputs in RuleML, 

therefore these rules and facts were in RuleML. The rule base and the inputs given as 

facts, used during experiments, are given in appendix 5.
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6.6.2.1 Results
Upon execution of fourteen facts against defined rules, ten rules were fired increasing the 

jDREW knowledge base from 14 facts to a total of 24 facts as shown in table 15. These 

results are same as results obtained with JESS (two variables experiments) demonstrating 

incorrect operation of jDREW rule engine. For example, user Andy is related to three 

servers: cics, e-commerce and enterprise-extender through facts 6, 14 and 24 

respectively.

All Known Facts 
1: dlsw(kamran).
2: email(kamran).
3: email('Rana').
4: 'staff-utility'(video).
5: cics('Rana').
6: cics('Andy').
7: service('Rana',server-preferred"').
8: service(video,"default”).
9: service('Andyserver-preferred'").
10: 'office-supporf(email).
11: engineering(kamran).
12: 'e-commerce'(kamran).
13: 'e-commerce'ORana').
14: 'e-commerce'('Andy').
15: 'business-criticar('enterprise-extender').
16: 'business-criticar(dlsw).
17: service(kamran,email,"preferred).
18: service('enterprise-extender',kamran,"precedence").
19: service('enterprise-extender7Rana',"precedence").
20: serviceOenterprise-extenderVAndy’,"precedence”).
21: service(dlsw,kamran,"precedence").
22: service(dlsw,'Rana',"precedence").
23: service(dlsw,fAndy’,"precedence").
24: 'enterprise-extender'('Andy').

Table 15: Two variable experiments with jDREW.

According to policies of table 7, user Andy should be given “precedence” service for 

enterprise-extender application only but jDREW is also allocating user Andy 

“precedence” service for an application named “dlsw” to which user Andy is not related 

through any of the input facts as shown by line 23 in table 15. Similarly, user Rana and 

kamran have also been allocated wrong class of services in the above example.
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6.6.3 Conclusions (two variable experiments)

Implementation of High-Level Policies (table 7) with two variables using JESS and 

jDREW rule engines also showed unexpected results and incorrect allocation of class of 

services to users by firing rules without meeting the defined constraint in the rules. The 

results of two variables experiments with JESS and jDREW rule engines confirm and 

validate our initial findings about unexpected behavior of these rule engines because of 

non functioning of the “and” operator in both of these engines.

The causes for these unexpected results are different in both JESS and jDREW rule 

engines. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, RuleML treats the “and” operator as a 

symbol and not as mathematical operator whereas “and” operator does work in JESS rule 

engine but when RuleML is translated to JESS input format, the “and” operator is not 

present in the translated version of the code. We know from the results of our XITE 

experiments that “and” operator works in JESS and implements the constraint of having 

three distinct values of variables as defined in the rule base. From these two facts we 

conclude that it is a translational problem in case of JESS, whereas in case of RuleML it 

is a meaning and definitional problem as RuleML treats “and” operator as symbol and not 

as mathematical operator [57].

Overall, both JESS and jDREW rule engines failed to implement the required constraint 

(two and three variables experiments) defined in the rule when using RuleML, whereas 

XITE rule engine with XML gave expected results by implementing the required 

constraints defined in the rule base. We expect to achieve interoperability in fully 

functional rule engines, but currently both JESS and jDREW did not gave expected 

results due to non-functioning of the “and” operator, but we have proved that constraints 

can be implemented using rules and rule engine with the expected results of our 

experiments with XITE rule engine. From the XITE experiment, we conclude that policy 

validation can be done using rules and rule engine with full functional rule engines.
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6.7 Conflict Detection and Resolution

We selected forward chaining for conflict detection for the reasons discussed in section 

5.3.1.1. Rules in the rule base define “what is a conflict among the facts” and if fact base 

is executed against these conflict detection rules, the conflict among the facts can be 

found. If any conflict is detected, the action defined in the rules can be triggered to 

resolve the conflict as shown in figure 26.

XML doc
ReasoningEngine Rules for 

Conflict 
Detection

INPUT

Knowledge
Base

Validated

XML doc/ 
Knowledge 

Base

Figure 26: Conflict Detection using Forward Chaining.

However, conflict detection among policies or rules is not an easy task using rules and 

reasoning engines because of the way reasoning engines operate. Rule engines cannot 

execute rules against rules. In forward chaining, the input is in the form of facts whereas 

in backward chaining input is a goal. In both these scenarios, rules cannot be executed 

against rules (see section 5.3.1).

6.7.1 Experimental Design for Conflict Detection

Conflict Detection experiments with XITE rule engine were carried out using three 

variables whereas JESS and jDREW experiments were conducted based on two variables. 

As unexpected results were obtained with JESS and jDREW rule engines in two and 

three variables experiments therefore in order to demonstrate our concepts we worked 

around the “and” operator and designed our inputs in such a manner to fire our defined
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rule only so that we are able to demonstrate our stated concepts without the “and” 

operator coming into effect.

XITE experiments used rules of table 8 and defined a rule for detecting conflict which 

constituted the rule base for XITE in these tests. Conflict detection rule stated that a 

single user cannot have two different classes of service accessing an application server on 

the same port. For example, any user “X” cannot have two classes of service “GOLD” 

and “Silver” on port 11 and server 10.0.1.2. The XITE rule base used with conflict 

detection experiments is given in appendix 6.

Conflict detection experiments with jDREW and JESS engines were based on two 

variables. Conflict detection rule-base consisted of a simple rule, which stated that if a 

user has two different types of services in the fact base for a given application then 

execute an action, which states that conflict is equal to “YES”. This rule constituted the 

rule base and the RuleML and JESS coding for this rule is given in appendix 6.

6.7.2 XITE Results

In first test, we tested a user “research” by allocating it two different types of services 

“GOLD” and “SILVER” on the same port number and same server address. According to 

rules in table 8, research users get “GOLD” service on port 265 and server value of 

12.0.0.3. Therefore, if research users are also allocated another type of service on these 

values of port and server address then it is a conflict, as two users cannot have two 

different types of services on the same server and port. The results of our test are shown 

in table 16, with bold letters in which XITE rule engine pointed out this conflict by 

adding a tag named “Conflict” with an attribute “YES”.
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INPUT TEST 1 OUTPUT TEST 1
?xml version="l .0" encoding="UTF-8"?> ?xml version^" 1.0" encoding=”UTF-8"?>
<users> <users>

<user> <user>
<name>research</name> <name>research</name>
<port>265 </port> <port>265</port>
<server>12.0.0.3</server> <server>l 2.0.0.3</server>
<service>GOLD</service> <service>GOLD</service>

</user> </user>
<user> <user>

<name>research</name> <name>research</name>
<port>265</port> <port>265</port>
<server> 12.0.0.3</server> <server>12.0.0.3</server>
<service>SILVER</service> <service>SILVER</service>

<user> <Conflict>YES</Conflict></user>
<name>accounting</name> <user>

<port>300</port> <name>accounting</name>
<server> 12.0.0.4</server> <port>300</port>
<service>BRONZE</service> <server> 12.0.0.4</server>

</user> <service>BRONZE</service>
</users> </user>

</users>

INPUT TEST 2 OUTPUT TEST 2
?xml version=M1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> ?xml version="l .0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<users> <users>

<user> <user>
<name>research</name> <name>research</name>
<port>265</port> <port>265</port>
<server>12.0.0.3</server> <server> J 2.0.0.3</server>
<service>GOLD</service> <service>GOLD</service>

</user> </user>
<user> <user>

<name>research</name> <name>research</name>
<port>265</port> <port>265</port>
<server>l 2.0.0.3</server> <server> 12.0.0.3</server>
<service>SILVER</service> <service>SILVER</service>
<user> <Conflict>YES</Conflict></user>
<name>accounting</name> <user>

<port>J l</port> <name>accounting</name>
<server> 12.0.0.3</server> <port> 11 </port>
<service>BRONZE</service> <server>12.0.0.3</server>

</users> <service>BRONZE</service>
<Conflict>YES</Conflict></user>

</users>

INPUT TEST 3 OUTPUT TEST 3
?xml version="l .0" encoding="UTF-8M?> ?xml version^" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<users> <users>
<user> <user>
<name>engineering</name> <name>engineering</name>
<port> 11 </port> <port> l l</port>
<server>l 2.0.0.3</server> <server> 12.0.0.3 </ser ver>
<service>GOLD</service> <service>GOLD</service>

</user> </user>
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<user> <user>
<name>engineering</name> <name>engi neering</name>

<port> 11 </port> <port> 11 </port>
<server> 12.0.0.4</server> <server> 12.0.0.4</server>
<service>SILVER</service> <service>SILVER</service>

</user> <Conflict>YES</Conflict></user>
<user> <user>

<name>engineering</name> <name>engineering</name>
<port>l l</port> <port>l l</port>
<server>l 2.0.0.3</server> <server> 12.0.0.3</server>
<service>BRONZE</service> <service>BRONZE</service>

</user> <Conflict>YES</Conflict>
</users> </user>

</users>

Table 16: XITE Conflict Detection Results based on three variables experiments.

In test 2, we changed the values of port and server keeping the user name and class of 

service as per rules of table 8, XITE rule engine was able to detect conflict by adding a 

conflict tag with a value of “YES” indicating correct operation that there is a conflict, as 

shown by output of test 2 in table. Similarly, in test 3, we tested rules regarding 

engineering users and changed the values service type keeping the values of other three 

variables user, port and server as per rules of table 8. The output of the test was as 

expected and XITE detected the conflict in both inputs for engineering users adding a tag 

conflict because SILVER and BRONZE class of services are not listed in the policies of 

table 8. The results of the above tests with XITE engine demonstrate that conflict 

detection can be done using rule engines and rules.

6.7.3 JESS and jDREW Results

As “and” operator failed to implement the required constraint in two variables 

experiments with JESS and jDREW, therefore for these experiments for conflict 

detection, we worked around our problem and used only those inputs which satisfy the 

rules stated in the rule base in order to fire the rules. For this purpose, we used an input 

comprising of three facts and the rule-base was executed against this input (three facts). 

Upon execution, the rule was fired and the output from JESS and jDREW is shown in 

bold in table 17.
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JESS OUPUT jDREW OUTPUT

JESS> (batch CD_rules_verma_rulebase3.clp) --------Output Omitted-------------
<Fact-2> Selected newFact gold(andy).
JESS> (facts) new resolvent
f-0 (MAIN: :gold andy) conflict(andy,userO,andy,"YES"):-'business-
f-1 (MAIN::silver andy) critical’(userO), silver
f-2 (MAIN"business-critical andy) (andy).
For a total of 3 facts in module MAIN. Selected newFact 'business-criticar(andy).
JESS> (rules) new resolvent
MAIN::imprulel conflict(andy,andy,andy,"YES Di
For a total of 1 rules in module MAIN. sh ver( andy).
JESS> (run) Selected newFact silver(andy).
1 new resolvent
JESS> (facts) conflict(andy,andy,andy,"YES").
f-0 (MAIN::gold andy) Selected newFact
f-1 (MAIN::silver andy)
f-2 (MAIN: :business-critical andy)

conflict(andy,andy,andy,"YES").

f-3 (MAIN:: conflict andy andy andy All Known Facts
"YES") 1: silver(andy).
For a total of 4 facts in module MAIN. 2: 'business-criticar(andy).
JESS> 3: gold(andy).

4: conflict (andy,andy,andy,'' YES1'').

Table 17: JESS and jDREW trace for Conflict Detection tests.

In JESS experiment, the input given as facts is shown by f-0 to f-2 and a user andy is 

related to two types of service gold and silver for a business-critical application which is 

a conflict as per defined rule in the rule base. Upon execution these facts the satisfied the 

conditions of rule and JESS fired this rule by adding another fact f-3 stating the value to 

conflict equal to YES as shown in table 17. We repeated the same experiment with 

jDREW engine and the results were same as JESS as shown in jDREW output section of 

table 17.

6.8 Overall Conclusions

Based on experiments conducted in sections 6.5 (Three variables experiments), 6.6 (Two 

variables experiments), and 6.7 (Conflict detection), we draw the following conclusions:

We have demonstrated policy validation with three variables for networking 

policies (specifically QoS) written in XML and using XITE rule engine.
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• Policy validation can be done using RuleML and two other rule engines, JESS 

and jDREW, provided “and” function works properly. The reason for the 

unexpected results with JESS and jDREW experiments is “and” function 

(discussed in sections 6.54 and 6.6.4). Briefly the JESS rule engine works 

correctly, but the RuleML to CLIPS translation using XSLT does not, whereas the 

jDREW rule engine does not implement the “and” function.

• We have described the options and outlined requirements for achieving 

interoperability between different policy-based systems using rules and rule 

engines.

• We have demonstrated how rules and rule engines can be used to find conflicts 

among the defined policies with three rule engines XITE, JESS and jDREW.

• We note that working with rules and rule engines requires great care in designing 

rules for correct operation of rules and rule engines to get a desired outcome in an 

application.

6.9 Results and achievement of Objectives

This section discusses the results of our implementation in the light of our objectives 

stated in section 6.4 and the relation between our proposed architecture and policy 

validation implementation. Our Implementations for policy validation cover the top half 

of our proposed architecture that includes specification of High-Level Business Policies 

and validation of these policies using a Policy Management Tool as shown in figure 27.

We have demonstrated that High-Level Policies can be written in XML and RuleML. 

Moreover, we have demonstrated that validation constraints such as syntax check, 

attribute definition and data types associated with particular attributes can be 

implemented using XML Schema. In order to demonstrate the capabilities of XML in this
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respect we have defined an XML schema for Verma’s scenario as proof of concept and 

this schema is given in appendix 2. The XML code for Verma’s High-Level Policies is 

given in appendix 1. Verma’s High-Level Business Policies have also been coded into 

RuleML as part of implementation process and are attached as appendix 5. The schema of 

appendix 2 validates policies written in XML only and not the RuleML of appendix 5 

because RuleML is validated against its own DTD located at [96J.

Validation
and

Translation
using

Reasoning
Engines

Figure 27: Relation to Proposed Architecture.

We have investigated the use of rule engines and shown that it is feasible to validate 

networking policies from two different policy-based systems even if they are using 

different reasoning engines to validate the policies, as long as the engines understand the 

policies, which may involve some translational steps using XSLT as was the case of 

RuleML to CLIPS translation in our implementations (section 6.3.2).
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We started with Verma’s Policies (table 7) and edited these policies in XML and RuleML 

to conduct three variable experiments using three rule engines: XITE, JESS and jDREW. 

In order to implement all three rule engines, we also had to write the XITE rule base in 

JESS (appendix 3), and translate the RuleML expression of Verma’s High-Level 

Business Policies (appendix 5) into CLIPS format (appendix 4) to input to JESS, using 

the XSLT translation program written by Mr. Said Tabet [94]. The input and output 

formats and different conversions involved in conducting three variable experiments with 

three rule engines (XITE, JESS and jDREW) and two languages (XML, RuleML) have 

been shown in figure 23a, b, c.

The first requirement for achieving interoperability among different policy-based systems 

is to interact with other systems. We have demonstrated that by using XML-based policy 

languages and different inference engines, it is feasible to validate the policies of one 

system by another policy system using a different rule engine. This is shown by the 

results of our implementations (assuming “and” operator works in sections 6.5 and 6.6) 

which demonstrate the implementation of a particular constraint using different rule 

engines and achieving the same results for providing different classes of Quality of 

Service (QoS).

We have demonstrated how conflict detection among policies can be implemented by 

writing rules for finding conflicts among a set of policies. We have explained the 

principle of how it can be done using forward chaining and why we think backward 

reasoning is not appropriate for conflict detection (section 5.3.1.1). Rule-bases used in 

three engines, XITE, JESS and jDREW, for finding conflicts among policies are given in 

appendix 6.

6.10 Comparison with existing solutions

As mentioned in chapter 5 (section 5.1.1), the existing tools such as PONDER [5], KAoS 

[6] and methods suggested by the following authors, Bandara [7], Strassner [8] and 

Verma [9], for policy transformation, are proprietary and are not compatible with the
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standards defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [10]. In addition, these 

methods address and focus on one problem (security, QoS etc.) and are not interoperable 

with each other. Without well-defined standards, interoperability between different policy 

systems cannot be achieved and the behavior of network devices from different vendors 

cannot be controlled using policies. As each of the above-mentioned solutions use their 

own proprietary methods of policy specification, which in turn results in different 

methods of policy validation and conflict detection, therefore all these solutions cannot 

work with each other and hence are not interoperable.

Interoperability among different systems requires ability to share, exchange and negotiate 

policies with other systems. This interaction and communication among different policies 

is necessary for interoperable operation of different systems. Proprietary solutions cannot 

communicate with other solutions and their influence is restricted to the system in which 

they are implemented, unless they agree on some standards.

In order to eliminate the above problems, we proposed a standards-based architecture and 

use of the emerging XML-based policy languages for specifying High-Level Policies. 

Then we made use of symbolic reasoning engines to demonstrate how High-Level 

Policies can be used to implement constraints for validation purpose. We demonstrated 

how XML schema can be used to define and implement constraints for policy validation 

and conflict detection. Our implementation results showed how constraints can be 

implemented by different rule engines to validate High-Level Polices.

Our proposed solution provides a way to specify High-Level Policies, which can interact 

with other policy systems by conforming to a common schema, fully or partially. In 

partial conformance, a limited interaction can be achieved for only those parameters that 

conform to a common schema. Two Policy-Based Networks (PBNs) using any XML- 

based language can communicate with each other by agreeing on the meaning and format 

of a small number of tags used during communication, even if they conform to different 

XML schemas. An XSLT (extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation) can be used 

for interchanging data from one schema to another, whereas this is not possible in
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existing proprietary solutions as semantics and logics used in language or other constraint 

implementation vary vastly.

A constraint defined by policies of one system can be implemented by another policy- 

based system that may use a different rule engine to make decision, as shown by our 

implementation results. Thus if different policy systems use different XML-based 

languages, but conform to same schema, and different reasoning engines which accept 

input in that particular language, interoperability can be achieved. Currently, not every 

reasoning engine can be used to make decision but standardization of rule engines in 

policy-based networks can contribute significantly towards achievement of 

interoperability among policy systems.

Our proposed approach provides great flexibility by separating rules from application 

code, where rules can be changed without modifications in the software and organizations 

can become agile by quickly adapting changing business needs [69]. Rule engines and 

declarative programming allow quick changes to the behavior of the system which is 

difficult to program in imperative programming languages such as FORTRAN, Pascal 

and C etc. Moreover, rule engines provide reusability of software and rules in different 

domains. As rules or policies are kept in a rule or policy base, they can be re-used in any 

other system and there is no need to write these policies again. Rule engines and rules 

provide more control over systems, increase efficiency and allow more powerful systems 

to be built.

Most of the existing approaches specify and validate policies at a much lower layer of 

abstraction (network layer, PONDER as instance) to implement constraints and find out 

conflicts because it is much easier to do so. We have demonstrated a top down approach 

starting with a Higher-Layer of abstraction for specifying policies and validating them at 

the same layer, though modality conflicts are difficult to detect and resolve at this layer. 

Modality conflicts [98] occur when two policies are specified using the same subjects and 

targets, but actions defined are of opposite modality. Modality conflicts are difficult to
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detect because they can be present in a set of policies without having any logical 

contradiction in them [4] . For example, consider the two policies given below:

• Any access to e-Commerce server is a Precedence service.

• Any use of network by Research users is a Preferred service.

There is no logical contradictions in the above two policies but the actions specified in 

these two policies cannot be taken together when research users access e-Commerce 

server. What class of service would be provided to research users for e-Commerce server: 

Precedence or Preferred? Policies at lower levels of abstraction take more precise and 

concrete form, that is why such conflicts are easy to detect and resolve at that level, e.g. 

both types of users may be translated to an IP address, which is a well-defined entity and 

if these IP addresses are same for both users, policy conflict would be easily detected. 

Resolution of modality conflicts requires some intelligence which can be provided by the 

system itself or external human intervention. Usually modality conflicts are a result of 

poor design of rules, therefore great care must be taken in writing High-Level Policies or 

rules.

Currently, intelligent systems are trained to resolve an issue but in case of unseen 

situation system may fail to resolve an issue. This inability to detect and resolve modality 

conflicts is not a limitation of the conflict detection method, rather it is a limitation of the 

field of knowledge representation and artificial intelligence, which is under evolution. 

The two active research areas in the autonomic computing include IEEE’s conference 

series [99] and IBM’s autonomic computing initiative [40]. Because of this reason 

conflict detection is carried out at lower layers of abstraction in the solutions where 

entities and parameters are well defined.

Using our proposed method, both logical and modality conflicts can be found by 

performing conflicts detection mechanism at different layers of abstraction. Logical 

contradictions can be found when policies are at a higher layer of abstraction whereas 

modality conflicts can be found at lower layers of abstractions when all the entities in the
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policy base are well-defined entities such as user IP address, server IP address, bandwidth 

etc. Another possibility is checking High-Level Policies for modality conflicts manually 

which can be done in case of a small policy base but when number of policies and 

complexity increases this option is no longer feasible.

If we compare existing approaches, conflict detection can be done at a higher layer of 

abstraction using rules and rule engines as shown by the results of our conflict detection 

experiments. In these experiments we did not change a user name to an IP address or 

defined class of service in terms of network parameters. We just used user name and class 

of service to find out the conflict but this only works of all policies are expressed at this 

level (e.g. if IP address is invoked then we may not recognize modality conflict). In our 

implementations, we performed conflict detection process upon fact bases after constraint 

validation. As there is no fact base in XITE therefore conflict detection was performed on 

the XML document obtained after validation process. The results of our implementations 

(section 6.7) for conflict detection show that conflict detection is possible at higher layers 

of abstraction.

6.11 Summary

This chapter presents the implementation of our proposed architecture for policy 

validation and conflict detection. Through our implementation, we demonstrated that 

policy specification and validation can be done using rules and reasoning engines in a 

single domain. We used forward chaining for constraint validation and conflict detection 

processes as it was able to fulfill our experimental requirements of implementing the 

constraints in the defined policies and for the reasons explained in the chapter 5.

We made use of RuleML (a XML-based policy language) and XML for policy 

specification and defined constraints through a XML schema and RuleML DTD 

respectively. We made use of different rule engines (JESS, jDREW and XITE) for 

implementing the defined constraint and the results obtained by different reasoning 

engines were compared and discussed, and we noted that currently only XITE with XML
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as input provides an adequate solution (being able to work with two and three variables, 

unlike jDREW and JESS). XITE does not produce a fact base as per its design and it 

accepts inputs in the form of XML documents and provides output in the form of XML 

documents as well. Improper dynamic translation and different treatment of the RuleML 

“and” operator in JESS and jDREW experiments resulted in unexpected behavior and 

wrong experimental results, but we expect JESS and jDREW to work once the “and” 

operator issue is solved.

In conflict detection, we showed how conflicts among the defined policies can be 

detected by defining what is a conflict in terms of rules and using a rule engine to 

implement these rules. Logical conflicts can be found at higher layers of abstraction 

whereas modality conflicts can be found at lower layers of abstraction. Resolution of 

modality conflicts requires intelligence which may be provided to the systems in different 

ways but current state of Artificial Intelligence is not able to address and resolve modality 

conflicts. We also demonstrated principles of interoperability between the three rule 

engines. We also discussed the results of our implementation in relation to achievement 

of their stated objectives. Finally, we compared our solution with existing approaches.
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Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

In chapter 4, we proposed a standards-based architecture for validation of High-Level 

Policies, a rule-based approach to specify business objectives. Our proposed architecture 

addresses the interoperability issues among the different proprietary policy solutions, 

which include policy languages and other integrated tools. We proposed the use of XML- 

based policy languages for specifying High-Level Policies as IETF does not provide 

adequate information for implementing High-Level policies. We also proposed use of 

rule engines to validate policies specified in XML languages as there is no evidence of 

the work done by the IETF on policy validation.

Based on work done in this research project, we conclude that policy validation and 

translation can be done using rules and symbolic reasoning engines in a single domain. 

We demonstrated how High-Level Policies can be specified using XML-based policy 

languages and how policy validation checks can be implemented in High-Level Policies, 

by defining these checks in DTD or schema of a particular language and making use of 

rule engines.

Conflict Detection among the defined policies is possible with both backward and 

forward chaining. We used forward chaining for conflict detection as conflict detection 

with backward chaining is complicated, slow and difficult to implement in large policy
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bases. Simple conflicts among policies can be found at a higher layer of abstraction 

whereas complex conflict detection can only effectively be done at network layer where 

different parameters are well defined and have concrete values. Modality conflicts result 

in two opposite actions for the same object or user and need an intelligent system to 

resolve the conflict. This type of conflicts cannot be found by rule/reasoning engines 

because rule/reasoning engines operate over logic and can find logical errors and not 

modality errors, which is an area related to knowledge representation and artificial 

intelligence. The current state of knowledge representation and autonomic computing is 

not advanced enough to find modality conflicts at higher layers of abstraction and may 

need human intervention. Modality conflicts can be avoided by designing rules carefully 

as improper design of rules may result in undesired outcomes or behavior of system.

Our implementations show policy validation and conflict detection in a single domain. 

Policy communication is not an issue if two or multiple domains use the one and same 

policy language, which is unfortunately not the usual situation. Interoperability for policy 

negotiation and merging of policies from two or more different domains can be achieved 

by agreeing on some minimum standards. The minimum requirement is that domains 

must agree on a set of tags having a common meaning across different domain. The 

engines used to evaluate policies can be different but either they should be of same type 

such as symbolic reasoning, or they should support translation from that particular 

language to their own input form such as RuleML translation to JESS input format during 

our implementations. If the two XML-based languages use different schema, schema 

translators can be employed for inter-conversion of schemas on both sides of interest.

7.2 Policy Validation and Maturity of Rule Engines

Rule engines act as stand-alone technology as well as a support technology that integrates 

well with different management systems to perform complex functions, which cannot be 

done by those systems alone such as Decision-making. Two common examples for the 

use of rule engines in Decision Support Systems are online quotes for different types of 

insurance products, and credit approval systems, in which users enter data and a decision
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is made based on the information provided. As the business processes become more 

complex, they need sophisticated technology to make it easier to use and rule engines 

serve this purpose well.

Rule engine is a maturing industry as compared to different business and technology 

management systems and in my case network management systems. There is a gap in 

levels of maturity between rule engines and technology management systems for business 

processes [100].

Being a maturing industry there is no clear leader in the field and different engines 

distinguish themselves in different application areas depending upon what is required 

such as performance, reliability, efficiency and speed for decision-making etc. From 

networking perspective, we have identified interoperability as the main issue and some 

sort of standardization is required in rule engines so that policies stated by one domain 

can be implemented by another domain to provide the same level of service to traffic 

passing through multiple domains.

In my opinion, one reason for non-standard development of rule engines is their initial 

area of development, that is to support different business and process management 

systems. As management system of one organization do not need to interact with another 

management system of another organization. This is strengthened by the fact that 

different organizations do not want to leak their business secrets, as they may be 

competitors. Thus, different proprietary solutions can be used in Business management 

but this is not true for Policy-Based Networks for the reasons discussed throughout this 

thesis. Therefore, networking industry needs standard reasoning engines for decision 

making in order to validate, negotiate, merge and exchange policies from other domains.

I am of the view that reasoning engines will evolve and standardize in time and with 

respect to their application areas. We cannot have one general rule engine that would 

serve networking industry, insurance claims, industrial automation, web services and 

business process management. This is because of the different input formats, different
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languages used in defining rule bases and other implementation requirements to support 

existing-matured systems already in place, which are difficult to replace.

7.3 Policy-Based Networking - a Working Reality

Policy-Based Networks (PBNs) are offering solutions to address the different areas of 

network management. The use of policies (set of rules) has increased in today’s complex, 

large and heterogeneous networks. Policies (set of rules) are being used in the areas such 

as resource management, provisioning of Quality of Service, Voice over Internet Protocol 

(VoIP) and Security. Some well known products in these areas of network management 

are given below:

• Nortel’s Enterprise Policy Manager

• Cisco’s QoS Policy Manager 3.2

• Packeteer’s PolicyCenter Software

• Checkpoint’s Firewall 1

Nortel’s Enterprise Policy Manager [101] and Cisco’s QoS Policy Manager 3.2 [102] are 

integrated tools which also include QoS provisioning using set of rules or policies 

whereas Packeteer’s PolicyCenter [103] is a tool to implement traffic shaping and 

network resource optimization. Check Point [104] products are most widely deployed 

security solutions in the networking industry, though nowadays, they are facing a fierce 

competition from Cisco’s PIX firewall range of products.

The above-mentioned products specify rules at lower layer of abstraction and in very well 

defined network parameters such as DP address, port number, protocol used and 

application name etc. In this thesis, I have focused on higher layer of abstraction for 

specifying policies and validation of these High-Level Policies (section 6.10, page 114).

One may argue that Policy-Based Networks (PBNs) add to complexity of networks. My 

view is that Policy-Based Networking emerged in response to the needs of the network
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management problems and do not complicate already complex networks. Instead, Policy- 

Based Networks (PBNs) address issues and problems posed by modem networks such as 

provision of different classes of Quality of Service (QoS) as per customer Service Level 

Agreement (SLA) and varying degrees of access rights to implement security restrictions 

in accordance with user profiles. Moreover, Policy-Based Networks help automate 

network management process and increase efficiency through better resource 

management and provide greater control to network administrators through set of rules 

and shift dependency away from device functionality and make devices obey 

management policies. A well-designed Policy-Based Network (PBN) provides all the 

above stated benefits.

7.4 Recommendations to the IETF

Based on the work carried out in this thesis and the results of our experiments carried out 

for policy validation, we outline the following recommendations for the IETF 

consideration in order to resolve weaknesses in its policy continuum and interoperability 

issues among different policy-based systems.

• We propose the use of an XML-based policy language for specifying High-Level 

Policies and in particular, we conditionally recommend RuleML (assuming 

RuleML forum will address issues related to “and” operator as discussed in 

section 6.5.2.2 ) for further testing and exploration in networking domain for 

changes in making it more suitable to networking domain. The main reasons for 

our recommendation are the active participation of RuleML initiative in industry, 

and it being independent of any reasoning engine.

• We also propose the use of reasoning engines for validation of High-Level 

Policies for the benefits offered by rule engines. At the moment, there is no 

standardization in rule engine for the reasons given in section 7.2. We recommend 

standardization of rule engines in terms of input formats, language of the rule- 

base and chaining mechanisms. These steps can ensure same treatment of network
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traffic across different domains leading to interoperable operation between 

different policy-based systems.

• We demonstrated through our implementations how conflict detection can take 

place using rules and reasoning engines. Both forward and backward chaining can 

be used but we explained how forward chaining is a better choice for the reasons 

discussed in section 5.2. During our implementation, we used forward chaining to 

demonstrate how it can be used for detecting conflicts among the facts in the fact 

base.

7.5 Future Work

High-Level Policies in this project were specified in XML and RuleML. In the near 

future, we would like to implement High-Level Policies in Web Services Policy 

Language (WSPL) in order to compare the two XML-based Policy Languages: RuleML 

and WSPL, for testing their expressive power and policy-merging capabilities during 

policy negotiation process as both policy languages claim to support these features.

This research focused on validation of High-Level Policies using symbolic reasoning 

engines. As various domains may use different types of reasoning engines, we would like 

to extend our research scope to other types of reasoning engines, such as IBM’s ABLE 

framework. Implementation of policy validation in different types of reasoning engines 

would highlight the interoperability issues involved. Moreover, we would like to 

investigate the ways of finding complex conflicts such as modality conflicts checks at the 

higher layers of abstraction for policy specification.

The achievement of interoperability among different Policy-Based Networks (PBNs) is 

the ultimate goal of this research, therefore we would like to implement a test scenario for 

two different networks in order to test our proposed ideas and using the current two major 

XML based policy languages (WSPL and RuleML) for policy negotiation.
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Appendix 1: Verma’s Policies in XML

XML Coding of the Verma’s Scenario

<?XML version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Root XMLns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="C:\Documents and Settings\krajput.FITSTAFF\Desktop\Policy- 
Schemal .XML">

<UsersList>
<User Name="Accounting">

<Subnet Network^" 10.0.0.0" Prefixlength="24"x/Subnet>
</User>
<User Name="Engineering">

<Subnet Network^" 11.0.0.0" Prefixlength="24"x/Subnet>
</User>
<User Name=" Research ">

<Subnet Network="9.2.0.0" Prefixlength="16"x/Subnet>
</User>

</UsersList>
<ApplicationList>

<Application Name="MailServer" ID="1">
<PortRange Port="l 1" Protocol="tcp"x/PortRange>

</Application>
<Application Name="DLSW" ID="2">

<PortRange Port="265" Protocol="tcp"x/PortRange>
</Application>
<Application Name="Enterprise Extender" ID="3">

<PortRange Port="300" Protocol="udp"x/PortRange>
</Application>
<Application Name="VideoCharger" ID="4">

<PortRange Port="4000" Protocol="tcp"x/PortRange>
</Application>

</ApplicationList>
<ApplicationGroupList>

<ApplicationGroup Name=:"Business Critical">
<Members appID="2"x/Members>
<Members appID="3"x/Members>

</ApplicationGroup>
<ApplicationGroup Name="Office Support">

<Members appID="l"x/Members>
</ApplicationGroup>
<ApplicationGroup Name="Staff Utility">

<Members appID=" 1 "x/Members>
<Members appID="4"x/Members>

</ApplicationGroup>
</ApplicationGroupList>
<ServerList>

<Servers Name="eCommerceServer">
<InterfaceList>

interface IPAddress=" 12.0.0.3" SubnetPrefix=" 16"x/Interface> 
</InterfaceList>

</Servers>
<Servers Name="CICSServer">

<InterfaceList>
interface IPAddress=" 12.0.0.4" SubnetPrefix=" 16"x/Interface> 

</InterfaceList>
</Servers>
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</ServerList>
<RouterList>

<Routers Name="routerl ">
<InterfaceList>

interface IPAddress=" 10.0.0.2" SubnetPrefix="24"></Interface> 
interface IPAddress="8.0.0.0.1" SubnetPrefix="16"></Interface> 

</InterfaceList>
</Routers>
<Routers Name="router2">

<InterfaceList>
interface IPAddress=" 11.0.0.2" SubnetPrefix="24"></Interface> 
interface IPAddress="8.0.0.2" SubnetPrefix=" 16"></Interface> 

</InterfaceList>
</Routers>
<Routers Name="router3">

<InterfaceList>
interface IPAddress="9.2.0.2" SubnetPrefix=" 16"></Interface> 
dnterface IPAddress="8.0.0.3" SubnetPrefix=M 16”></Interface> 

</InterfaceList>
</Routers>
<Routers Name="router4">

<InterfaceList>
interface IPAddress=" 12.0.0.2" SubnetPrefix="16"></Interface> 
interface IPAddress="8.0.0.4" SubnetPrefix="16"></Interface> 

</InterfaceList>
</Routers>

</RouterList>
<PolicyList>

<Policy>
<ClientSite>

<UserGroup Name="Any"></UserGroup>
</ClientSite>
<ServerApplication>

<ApplicationGroup Name="Business Critical"></ApplicationGroup> 
</Server Application 
<ServerReference>

<Server Name="eCommerce"x/Server>
</ServerReference>
<CoSReference Name="Precedence">

<Priority Valuer""></Priority>
</CoSReference>

</Policy>
<Policy>

<ClientSite>
<UserGroup Name="Engineering"x/UserGroup>

</ClientSite>
<ServerApplication>

<ApplicationGroup Name="Business Critical"x/ApplicationGroup> 
</Server Application 
<ServerReference>

<Server Name="eCommerce"x/Server>
</ServerReference>
<CoSReference Name="Precedence">

<Priority Value=""x/Priority>
</CoSReference>

_______ </Policy>_________________________________________________________________
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<Policy>
<ClientSite>

<UserGroup Name=" Any" ></UserGroup>
</ClientSite>
<ServerApplication>

<ApplicationGroup Name="Anyl"></ApplicationGroup> 
</ServerApplication>
<ServerReference>

<Server Name="CICSServer"></Server>
</ServerReference>
<CoSReference Name="Preferred">

<Priority Valuer""></Priority>
</CoSReference>

</Policy>
<Policy>

<ClientSite>
<UserGroup Name=" Any"></UserGroup>

</ClientSite>
<ServerApplication>

<ApplicationGroup Name="Staff Utility"></ApplicationGroup> 
</ServerApplication>
<ServerReference>

<Server Name="Any"></Server>
</ServerReference>
<CoSReference Name="Default">

<Priority Valuer"l"></Priority>
</CoSReference>

</Policy>
<Policy>

<ClientSite>
<UserGroup Name="Any"></UserGroup>

</CIientSite>
<ServerApplication>

<ApplicationGroup Name="Any"></ApplicationGroup> 
</ServerApplication>
<ServerReference>

<Server Name=”Any”></Server>
</ServerReference>
<CoSReference Name="DefaultH>

<Priority Value=M0"></Priority>
</CoSReference>

</Policy>
</PolicyList>

</Root>
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<?xm] vcrsion=" 1.0" encoding=MUTF-8" ?> 
- <! —

- <xs:schema x m 1 ns: xs="http://w w w. w3.o r g/2001/X MI .Schema" element FormDefault="qualinedn
attributeFormDefault=,,unqualif!ed">

- <xs:element name="Root">
2 <xs:annotation>

<xs:documentation>Comment describing your root element</xs:documentation> 
</xs:annotation>

2 <xs:complcxType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:element name="UsersList" maxOccurs=”unbounded”>
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:elemenl name="User" rnaxOccurs='unbounded">
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:e1ernent name="Subnet">
2 <xs:complexType>

<xs:attribute name^'Network" type—"xs:string" use—"required" />
<xs:attribute name="Prefixlength" type-"xs:integer” use^'required" />

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>

<xs:attribute name="Name" type=Mxs:string" use="required" />
</x s: co mp 1 e xT y pe>
</xs:clemcnt>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

2 <xs:element name="ApplicationList">
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:elernent name="Application" maxOccurs="unbounded">
2 <xs:comple\Type>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:element name="PortRange">
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <xs:attribute name=,,Port" use="required">
2 <xs:simpleType>
2 <xs:restriction base=”xs:integer">

<xs:enumeration value="ll" />
<xs:enumeration value="265" />
<xs:enumeration value="300" />
<xs:enumeration value="4000" />
<xs:enumeration value="6000M />

</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:altribule>

<xs:attribute name="Protocol" type="xs:string" use—"required" />
</xs:complexTvpe>
</xs:eIement>
</xs:sequence>

<xs:attribute name-"Name" type="xs:string" use="required" />
<xs:attribute name="ID" type=,,xs:integer" use="required" />
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</xs: co in pi e x Typo 
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</x s: c o m p 1 e xT y pe >
</xs:element>

- <xs:element name="ApplicationGroupList" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
2 <xs:complexlype>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:element name^'ApplicationGroup” maxOccurs=:"unbounded">
2 <xs:complcxType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:element name="Members" maxQceurs="unbounded">
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <xs:attribute name="appID" use="required">
2 <xs:simpleType>
2 <xs:rcstriction base="xs:integer">

<xs:pattern value="" />
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simp]eType>
</xs:attribute>
</xs: complexly pe>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>

2 <xs:attributc name="Name" use="required">
2 <xs:simplelype>
2 <xs:restriction base="xs:string">

<xs:enumeration value="Business Critical" />
<xs:enumeration value="Office Support" />
<xs:enumeration value- "Staff Utility />

</xs:restriction>
</xs: si mpl el y pe>
</xs:attribute>
</x s: co m pi e xT y pe>
</xs:element>
</xs:.sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

2 <xs:element name="ServerList" maxOccurs="unbounded">
2 <xs:complcxType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:elcment name="Servers" maxOccurs="unbounded">
2 <xs:comp]exType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:element name="InterfaceList">
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:element name="Interface">
2 <xs:complexType>

<xs:auribute name="IPAddress" type="xs:string" use="required" />
<xs:attribute name="SubnetPrefix" type="xs:integer" use="required" /> 

</xs:complexT ype>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexlype>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
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<xs:altribule name="Name" type=Mxs:string" u$e='required” />
</x s: co m pi c x T v pc>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexTypc>
</xs:element>

2 <xs:clcment name="RouterList" maxOccurs="unbounded,,>
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <xs:sequenee>
2 <xs:elcment namc="Routers" maxOccurs="unboundedH>
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:element namc=,,InterfaceList,,>
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:element namc="Interface" maxOccurs="unbounded">
2 <xs:complexType>

<xs:altribute name="IPAddress" tvpe="xs: string" use="required" />
<xs:attribute name^'SubnetPrefix" type="xs:integer" use="required" /> 

</xs:complexType>
</xs:elcment>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:elcmcnt>
</xs:sequence>

<xs:attribute name="Name" type="xs:string" use="required" />
</xs: comp] cxTy pc>
</xs:element>
</xs:scqucnce>
</xs:complcxTypc>
</xs:element>

2 <xs:element namc="PolicyList” maxOccurs="unbounded">
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:elcrnent name="Policy" rnaxOccui s="unbounded">
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:element name="CIientSite" maxOccurs="unbounded">
2 <xs:coniplcxTvpe>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:elcmcnt namc="UserGroup" maxOccurs=Munbounded">
2 <xs:comp]exType>

<xs:attribute name="Name" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
</xs:complcxT ype>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complcxType>
</xs:element>

2 <xs:elemenl name="ServerApplication">
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:e1ement name~"ApplicationGroup">
2 <xs:complexType>

<xs:attribute name=,'NameM type—"xs:string" use="required" /> 
</xs:complcxType>
</xs:element>
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</x s:sequencc>
</x.s:complcxTypc>
</xs:element>

- <xs:elemeiU name='ServerReference">
- <xs:cornplcxType>
~ <xs:sequence>
2 <xs:clemcnt name="Server">
2 <xs:coinplexType>

<xs:auribute name="Name" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
</xs:complexT ype>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:coinplexT ype>
</xs:element>

2 <xs:element name="CoSReference">
2 <xs:complexType>
2 <x$:sequence>
2 <xs:elernent name=" Priority ">
2 <xs:complexType>

<xs:attribute name-"Value" type="xs: string" use="optional" /> 
</xs:complexT ypc>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>

<xs:attributc name="Name" type="xs:string” use= "required" /> 
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:scqucnce>
</xs:comp]exT ype>
</xs:elemeril>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:compiexT ype>
</x$:e1ement>
</xs:sequcnce>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:demenl>
</xs:schema>
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JESS code for the XITE Rule-base used in three variable experiments

; Show rules as they fire 

;(watch rules)

(xpath "user") 
(xpath "user//*")

(deftemplate service 
(slot name) 
(slot port) 
(slot server)

(deffacts Thresholds
(service (name "research") (port "265") (server "12.0.0.3")) 
(service (name "research") (port "300") (server "12.0.0.3")) 
(service (name "accounting") (port "11") (server "12.0.0.3")) 
(service (name "engineering") (port "11") (server "12.0.0.3")) 
(service (name "engineering") (port "11") (server "12.0.0.4"))

(defrule policy 1
(node user ?i name ? #text ? ?nameinput)
(node user ?i port ? #text ? ?portinput)
(node user ?i server ? #text ? ?serverinput)
(service (name ?name) (port ?port) (server ?server))
(test (and (= ?portinput ?port) (=(str-compare ?name ?nameinput)0) (=(str-compare ?serverinput 

?server)0)))

(addnode user ?i service NO)
(addnode user ?i service NO #text NO "GOLD")
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CLIPS code for Verma’s High-Level Policies and facts used as input during three variables
experiments with JESS

(defrule imprulel

(business-critical ?application)
(e-commerce ?server)
(any ?user)

=>

(assert
(service ?user ?application ?server "precedence")
)

)

(defrule imprule2

(office-support ?application)
(e-commerce ?server)
(engineering ?user)

=>

(assert
(service ?user ?application ?server "preferred")
)

)

(defrule imprule3

(office-support ?application)
(cics ?server)
(any ?user)

=>

(assert
(service ?user ?application ?server "server-preferred")
)

)

(defrule imprule4

(staff-utility ?application) 
(any ?server)
(any ?user)

=>
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(assert
(service ?user ?application ?server "default")
)

)

(defrule imprule5

(any ?application) 
(any ?server)
(any ?user)

(assert
(service ?user ?application ?server "best-effort")
)

)

(assert
(business-critical dlsw)
)

(assert
(business-critical enterprise-extender)
)

(assert
(office-support mail-server)
)

(assert
(staff-utility video-server)
)
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CLIPS code for the first three Verma’s High-Level Policies and facts used as input during two
variables experiments with JESS

(defrule imprulel

(business-critical ?application) 
(e-commerce ?server)

=>

(assert
(service ?application ?server "precedence")
)

)

(defrule imprule2

(engineering ?user)
(office-support ?application)

=>

(assert
(service ?user ?application "preferred")
)

)

(defrule imprule3

(cics ?server)
=>

(assert
(service ?server "server-preferred")
)

)

(defrule imprule4

(staff-utility ?application)
=>

(assert
(service ?application "default")
)

)_______________________
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(defrule imprule5

(any ?application) 
(any ?server)

(assert
(service ?application ?server "best-effort")
)

)

(assert
(business-critical dlsw)
)

(assert
(business-critical enterprise-extender)
)

(assert
(office-support email)
)

(assert
(staff-utility video)
)

(assert 
(cics Rana) 
)

(assert
(email kamran)
)

(assert
(engineering kamran)
)

(assert
(dlsw kamran)
)
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(assert
(e-commerce kamran)
)

(assert
(enterprise-extender Andy)
)

(assert 
(cics Andy) 
)

(assert
(e-commerce Andy)
)

(assert 
(email Rana) 
)

(assert
(e-commerce Rana)
)
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RuleML coding of Verma’s High Level Policies and facts used in three variables experiments with 
jDREW rule engine

<?xml version="l .0" standalone="no"?>

<!DOCTYPE rulebase SYSTEM
"http://www.dfkj.de/ruleml/dtd/0.8/ruleml-hornlog.dtdn>

<!—

BUSINESS RULES IN RuleML

This rulebase defines non-prioritized business rules on users for allocating different types of services to 
different users. It also relates different users and applications with different service groups using facts 
This entire RuleML 0.8 document validates w.r.t. the DTD given in the second line above.
->

<rulebase>

<!— Rule 1
Any user accessing e-commerce server is given precedence service, if the application accessing the server 
is Business-critical

->

<imp>
<_rlabxind>imprule 1 </indx/_rlab>
<_head>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>service</relx/_opr>

<var>user</var>
<var>application</var>

<var>server</var>
<ind>"precedence"</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
<_body>

<and>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>business-critical</relx/_opr>
<var>application</var>

</atom>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>e-commerce</relx/_opr>
<var>server</var>

</atom>
<atom>

<_oprxrel>any</relx/_opr>
<var>user</var>
</atom>

</and>
</_body>

</imp>
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<!-- Rule 2
Engineering users are given preferred service for office-support applications at e-commerce server. 

—>

<imp>
<_rlabxind>imprule2</ind></_rlab>
<_head>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>service</relx/_opr>

<var>user</var>
<var>application</var>

<var>server</var>
<ind>" preferred" </ind>

</atom>
</_head>
<_body>

<and>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>office-support</relx/_opr>
<var>application</var>

</atom>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>e-commerce</relx/_opr>
<var>server</var>

</atom>
<atom>

<_oprxrel>engi neeri n g</relx/_opr>
<var>user</var>
</atom>

</and>
</_body>

</imp>

<!— Rule 3
Any user accessing cics server is given server-preferred service for any applications. 

->

<imp>
<_rl abxi nd>imprule3</i ndx/_rl ab>
<_head>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>service</relx/_opr>

<var>user</var>
<var>application</var>

<var>server</var>
<ind>" server-preferred" </ind>

</atom>
</_head>
<_body>
<and>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>office-support</relx/_opr>________________________________
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<var>application</var>
</atom>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>cics</rel></_opr>
<var>server</var>

</atom>
<atom>

<_oprxrel>any</relx/_opr>
<var>user</var>
</atom>

</and>
</_body>

</imp>

<!— Rule 4
Staff utility application get default service.

—>

<imp>
<_rlabxind>imprule4</indx/_rlab>
<_head>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>service</relx/_opr>

<var>user</var>
<var>application</var>

<var>server</var>
<ind>"default"</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
<_body>
<and>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>staff-utility</relx/_opr>
<var>application</var>

</atom>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>any</relx/_opr>
<var>server</var>

</atom>
<atom>

<_oprxrel>any</relx/_opr>
<var>user</var>
</atom>

</and>
</_body>

</imp>

<!— Rule 5
Any access to any where is "best-effort” service. 

—>

<imp>__________________________________
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<_rlabxind>imprule5</indx/_rlab>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>service</relx/_opr>

<var>user</var>
<var>application</var>

<var>server</var>
<ind>"best-effort"</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
<_body>

<and>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>any</relx/_opr>
<var>application</var>

</atom>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>any</relx/_opr>
<var>server</var>

</atom>
<atom>

<_oprxrel>any</relx/_opr>
<var>user</var>
</atom>

</and>
</_body>

</imp>

<!-- Fact I
dlsw is business-critical application.
—>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>business-critical</relx/_opr>
<ind>dlsw</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!- Fact 2
enterprise extender is business-critical application. 
->

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>business-critical</relx/_opr>
<ind>enterprise-extender</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!— Fact 3
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Mailserver is an office-support utility.
—>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>office-support</relx/_opr>
<ind>e-mail</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!- Fact 4
video charger is a staff-utility application. 
->

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>staff-utility</relx/_opr>
<ind>video-server</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!— Fact 5
Rana access dlsw application.
—>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>dlsw</relx/_opr>
<ind>Rana</ind>

</atom>
</__head>
</fact>

<!— Fact 6
Rana uses e-commerce server.
-->

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>e-commerce</relx/_opr>
<ind>Rana</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!- Fact 7 
Rana is any user.
->
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<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>any</relx/_opr>
<ind>Rana</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!— Fact 8
Andy uses CICS server.
—>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>CICS</relx/_opr>
<ind>Andy</ind>

</atom>
<J_ head>
</fact>

<!-- Fact 9 
Andy is any user.
-->

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>any</relx/_opr>
<ind>Andy</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!— Fact 10
Andy uses email application.
—>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>email</relx/_opr>
<ind>Andy</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

</rulebase>
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RuleML coding of Verma’s High Level Policies and facts used in two variables experiments with 
jDREW rule engine

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="no"?>
<!DOCTYPE rulebase SYSTEM
"http://www.dfki.de/ruleml/dtd/0.8/ruleml-hornlog.dtd">

<rulebase>

<!-- Rule 1
Business critical applications on the e-commerce server take the highest precedence 

-->

<imp>
<_rlabxind>imprule 1 </indx/_rlab>
<_head>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>service</relx/_opr>
<var>application</var>
<var>server</var>
<ind>"precedence"</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
<_body>

<and>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>business-critical</relx/_opr>
<var>application</var>

</atom>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>e-commerce</relx/_opr>
<var>server</var>

</atom>
</and>

</_body>
</imp>

<!— Rule 2
Engineering access to office support applications is a preferred communication 

—>

<imp>
<_rlabxind>imprule2</indx/_rlab>
<_head>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>service</relx/_opr>
<var>user</var>
<var>application</var>
<ind>"preferred</ind>

</atom>
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</_head>
<_body>

<and>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>engineering</rel></_opr>
<var>user</var>

</atom>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>office-support</relx/_opr>
<var>appl ication</ var>

</atom>
</and>

</_body>
</imp>

<!— Rule 3
Any access to CICS server is a preferred communication 

—>

<imp>
<_rlabxind>imprule3</indx/_rlab>
<_head>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>service</relx/_opr>
<var>server</var>
<ind>"server-preferred"</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
<_body>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>cics</relx/_opr>
<var>server</var>

</atom>
</_body>

</imp>

<!-- Rule 4
Any access to staff-utility applications is a default communication 

—>

<imp>
<_rlabxind>imprule4</indx/_rlab>
<_head>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>service</relx/_opr>
<var>application</var>
<ind>"default"</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
<_body>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>staff-utility</relx/_opr>___________________
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<var>application</var>
</atom>
</_body>

</imp>

<!— Rule 5
Any access to any server is a best effort ommunication 

—>

<imp>
<_rlabxind>imprule5</ind></_rlab>
<_head>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>service</relx/_opr>
<var>application</var>

<var>server</var>
<ind>"best-effort"</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
<_body>
<and>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>any</relx/_opr>
<var>application</var>

</atom>
<atom>

<_oprxrel>any</relx/_opr>
<var>server</var>

</atom>
</and>

</_body>
</imp>

<!— Fact 1
dlsw is business-critical application.
—>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>business-critical</relx/_opr>
<ind>dlsw</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!— Fact 2 
Enterprise extender 
->

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
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<_oprxrel>business-critical</relx/_opr>
<ind>enterprise-extender</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!- Fact 3
mail-server is office-support application.
—>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>office-support</relx/_opr>
<ind>email</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!— Fact 4
video-charger is a staff-utility application. 
—>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>staff-utility</relx/_opr>
<ind>video</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!— Fact 5
Rana accesses CICS server.

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>cics</relx/_opr>
<ind>Rana</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!— Fact 6
Kamran accesses email server.

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>email</relx/_opr>
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<ind>kamran</i nd>
</atom>

</_head>
</fact>

<!-- Fact 7
Kamran is an engineering user.
—>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>engineering</relx/_opr> 
<i nd>kamr an</i nd>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!- Fact 8
Kamran accesses dlsw server.

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>dlsw</relx/_opr>
<ind>kamran</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!— Fact 9
Kamran accesses e-commerce server.

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>e-commerce</relx/_opr>
<ind>kamran</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!-- Fact 10
Andy accesses enterprise-extender.
—>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>enterprise-extender</relx/_opr>
<ind>Andy</ind>

</atom>
</_head>

</fact>
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<!— Fact 11
Andy accesses cics server.
->

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>cics</relx/_opr>
<ind>Andy</ind>

</atom>
</_head>

</fact>

<!- Fact 12
Andy is using e-commerce server.
->

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>e-commerce</relx/_opr>
<ind>Andy</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<!— Fact 13 
Rana uses email.
->

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>email</relx/_opr>
<ind>Rana</ind>

</atom>
</_head>

</fact>

<!— Fact 14
Rana access e-commerce server 
—>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>e-commerce</relx/_opr>
<ind>Rana</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>
</rulebase>
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Conflict Detection Rule for XITE engine

; Show rules as they fire 

;(watch rules)

(xpath "user") 
(xpath "user//*")

(deftemplate service 
(slot name) 
(slot port) 
(slot server) 
(slot service)

(deffacts Thresholds

(service (name "research") (port "265") (server "12.0.0.3") (service "GOLD")) 
(service (name "research") (port "30") (server "12.0.0.3") (service "GOLD")) 
(service (name "accounting") (port "11") (server "12.0.0.3") (service "GOLD")) 
(service (name "engineering") (port "11") (server "12.0.0.3") (service "GOLD")) 
(service (name "engineering") (port "11") (server "12.0.0.4") (service "GOLD"))

)

(defrule policy 1
(node user ?i name ? #text ? ?nameinput)
(node user ?i port ? #text ? ?portinput)
(node user ?i server ? #text ? ?serverinput)
(node user ?i service ? #text ? ?serviceinput)
(service (name ?name) (port ?port) (server ?server) (service ?service))
(test (and (= ?portinput ?port) (=(str-compare ?name ?nameinput)0) (=(str-compare ?serverinput 

?server)0) (<>(str-compare ?serviceinput ?service)0)))
=>

(addnode user ?i Conflict NO)
(addnode user ?i Conflict NO #text NO "YES")
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Conflict Detection Rule for JESS rule engine

(defrule imprulel

(gold ?service) 
(business-critical ?user) 
(silver ?service)

(assert
(conflict ?service ?user ?service "YES")
)

)

(assert 
(gold andy) 
)

(assert 
(silver andy) 
)

(assert
(business-critical andy)
)
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Conflict Detection Rule for jDREW rule engine

<?XML version^" 1.0" standalone="no"?>
<!DOCTYPE rulebase SYSTEM
"http://www.dfki.de/ruleml/dtd/0.8/ruleml-hornlog.dtd">

<!—

BUSINESS RULES IN RuleML

This rulebase defines a conflict in a non-prioritized fashion. This entire RuleML 0.8 document validates 
w.r.t. the DTD given in the second line above.
->

<rulebase>

<!-- Imp 1
A user has conflict in service is conflicting if a user is having two services for same application 

-->

<imp>
<_rlabxind>imprule 1 </indx/_rlab>
<_head>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>conflict</relx/_opr>

<var>service</var>
<var>user</var>
<var>service</ var>
<ind>"YES"</ind>
</atom>

</__head>
<_body>
<and>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>gold</relx/_opr>

<var>service</var>
</atom>

<atom>
<_oprxrel>business-critical</relx/_opr>
<var>user</var>

</atom>
<atom>

<_oprxrel>silver</relx/_opr>
<var>service</var>

</atom>
</and>

</_body>
</imp>
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<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxreI>gold</rel></_opr>
<ind>andy</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>silver</relx/_opr>
<ind>andy</ind>

</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_oprxrel>business-critical</relx/_opr>
<ind>andy</ind>

</atom>
</_head>

</fact>

</rulebase>
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